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ABSTRACT 
 

Black carbon (BC) is an important constituent of soils and sediments due to its 

role in a range of biogeochemical processes. However, since BC represents a 

continuum of materials with no clear-cut boundaries, it is challenging to identify 

and quantify. This limits our understanding of its contribution to terrestrial, 

marine and atmospheric carbon cycles and the role it plays in influencing climate. 

 

The focus of this study was on first improving and refining a novel solid-state 13C 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopic that offers great potential for 

the characterisation of BC. Once optimised, this technique was applied to a 

variety of BC samples in order to address some key questions in BC science. 

 

The technique developed here is a simple and rapid method for gauging the 

degree of aromatic condensation of chars, a molecular-scale property that affects 

both their degradability and sorption affinity. The foundation for the technique 

has been described previously. Its basis is the effect that “ring currents” that are 

induced in aromatic structures have on the 13C NMR chemical shift of probe 

molecules when sorbed to the char. The improvement in the technique described 

here involves a direct addition of the probe molecule (13C6-benzene) directly to the 

dry char. This is demonstrated to be a much more efficient method of loading the 

probe molecule, both in terms of the amount of expensive 13C-labelled compound 

require and also in the time required for sample preparation and NMR 

acquisition. 

 

Following the optimisation of the ring current method, it was applied to three 

sample sets of BC materials to address in detail three important aspects of BC 

composition: (i) the effect of temperature on BC; (ii) the effect of feedstock on BC; 

and (iii) the nature and variability of charcoal produced in natural fires.  
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The parameter derived from the ring current technique, Δδ, was demonstrated to 

be a good measure of aromatic condensation. This was most evident for a 

thermosequence of twelve chestnut wood chars produced at temperatures from 

200 to 1000°C, as it clearly captured the variations in char composition with 

increasing temperature. Through the use of the ring current method that it 

became clear that there are two distinct phases in charcoal formation: first an 

increase in aromaticity, and second a structural rearrangement creating 

condensed aromatic structures.  

 

The use of different feedstock resulted in critical differences in aromatic 

condensation between biochars produced at the same temperature. In particular, 

feedstocks with higher lignin contents, such as woody materials, were found to 

form more condensed aromatic structures with a higher degree of aromaticity 

compared to biochars from mineral-rich feedstocks (e.g. crop residues) and waste 

materials (e.g. manures, food waste and papermill waste). 

 

Lastly, the variability in chars produced in natural vegetation fires was gauged 

through the analysis of 53 natural chars collected from the soil surface six to 

thirty years after natural fires. The aromatic condensation was found to vary 

considerably among 4-5 char samples collected at each of the fire sites, despite 

efforts to sample only the most carbonized char from burnt-out tree stumps. This 

demonstrates that there is great degree of variability in the composition of the 

char produced in such fires, which is likely to be reflected in widely varying rates 

of char decomposition. 
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STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS 
 

This thesis is presented as a combination of papers that have been published, have been 

submitted for publication or have been prepared for submission. 

 

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the literature on the chemical and physical nature and 

dynamics of black carbon in the soil environment. It will also discuss the current 

challenges facing the quantification of black carbon and how this relates to its 

heterogeneous nature in soil environments. This chapter includes the proposed objective 

of this research. Introductory material relevant to the published and submitted papers is 

not presented in detail in the literature review because it appears in the introduction of 

each chapter. 

 

Chapter 2 comprises a paper published in Organic Geochemistry. It describes the 

modification of a novel method to measure the variation in the degree of aromatic 

condensation of chars using 13C NMR spectroscopy. 

 

Chapter 3 comprises a paper published in Organic Geochemistry. It provides validation 

of the novel technique developed in chapter 2 and describes the chemical changes at the 

molecular level in charcoal formation with increasing temperature. 

 

Chapter 4 comprises a paper that has been submitted to the Journal of Environmental 

Quality. It describes how feedstock and temperature affects the aromaticity and aromatic 

condensation properties of biochar. 

 

Chapter 5 comprises a paper that has been prepared for submission to Organic 

Geochemistry, it has not been submitted. It examines the effects of bushfire on char 

formation and describes the variation within the recalcitrant structures of environmental 

chars.  

 

Chapter 6 provides a synthesis of the findings contained in this thesis and includes 

recommendation for future research. 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
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Introduction 

Black carbon (BC) is the residue of incomplete combustion (Goldberg, 1985) and 

represents a continuum ranging from partly charred biomass to char, charcoal 

through to soot particles and graphite. The BC continuum can be described as a 

spectrum of variable “graphiticness”, with no clear-cut boundaries between 

different BC materials (Schmidt and Noack, 2000).  

 

Major sources of BC can be natural or anthropogenic, and BC in soil and 

sediments have been found to be a useful tracer of fossil fuel usage and bushfire 

events of the past (Schmidt and Noack, 2000). Black carbon also represents a 

significant sink in the global carbon cycle as part of the Earth’s slow-cycling 

carbon pools and has the potential to act as a medium for carbon sequestration to 

aid in the mitigation of climate change (Lehmann et al., 2006). Most recently, BC 

has been identified as an amendment that significantly influences nutrient 

retention and nutrient cycling in soils (Liang et al., 2006).  

 

Due to its polycyclic aromatic structure, BC is chemically and microbially stable 

and persists in the environment over geological time scales, with some BC 

fractions dating from the Devonian period (417 to 354 million years ago) 

(Kuhlbusch and Crutzen, 1995). Oxidation of BC produces carboxylic groups on 

the edges of the aromatic backbone, which has been shown to increase the 

nutrient-holding capacity of soils (Glaser et al., 2001). As a result, BC has been 

identified as a key contributor to the development of sustainable and fertile soils. 

This is most evident in the rich, black, fertile ‘terra preta de indio’ soils of the 

Amazon region. It is believed that the original inhabitants of the Amazon cleared 

and burned forests for fields and allowed the biomass remains to smoulder, a 

process forming charcoal (Lehmann et al., 2006). Some of these ‘terra preta de 

indio’ soils are thought to be as old as 7000 years with high stable soil organic 

matter (SOM) fractions and high nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and calcium 
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levels (Glaser et al., 2001). The fertility and high C content of these soils underpin 

the concept of biochar amendment to soil. Biochar is a term used to describe black 

carbon produced from biomass specifically as a means of improving soil 

productivity and carbon storage (Lehmann and Joseph, 2009). 

 

Interest in identifying and quantifying BC in terrestrial and aquatic 

environments has grown over the last decade. The complexity and heterogeneity 

of BC’s origin, morphology and chemistry have caused difficulties in identifying 

and quantifying the contribution of BC to soil and sedimentary carbon budgets 

and to the overall global carbon cycle. There is a lack of fundamental 

understanding of BC loss and degradation processes. Although BC has been found 

to be abundant in soils and sediments, estimating stocks is hampered by the lack 

of reliable analytical techniques for identifying and quantifying it in such 

matrices. The limited progress with the calibration of analytical techniques for a 

better interpretation of BC analysis was identified in a study by Hammes et al. 

(2007), where the BC concentration within the same sample varied considerably 

across the various BC analytical techniques available for BC analysis. The 

discrepancies among analyses are a result of the lack of a common definition of 

BC and the variation in detection efficiency of each technique across the BC 

continuum. There is a need for standardised analytical techniques for 

indentifying and quantifying BC in different matrices. There is no accepted clear-

cut boundary between different forms of BC in order to standardise the detection 

limits of each technique, such that they may be used for detecting different 

fractions of BC.  

 

This review of the literature will address the organic geochemistry of BC 

including the BC combustion continuum model, the role of BC in the 

environment, BC formation and physicochemical properties. Lastly and most 

importantly, quantification of BC will be addressed highlighting the difficulties 
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associated with BC heterogeneity. More specifically insight into a novel technique 

will be provided with the theory behind its development. 

  

Black Carbon Combustion Continuum Model 

Black carbon is chemically heterogeneous in nature. In general it contains more 

than 60% carbon (Goldberg, 1985) and has hydrogen/carbon (H/C) and 

oxygen/carbon (O/C) atomic ratio that vary depending on the degree of aromatic 

condensation, which in large part define the “combustion continuum” (Fig. 1.1) 

(Hammes et al., 2007). This continuum encompasses solid residues (char and 

charcoal) from incomplete combustion processes and combustion condensates, and 

soot from the condensation of combustion gases produced during the burning of 

fossil fuels and biomass. The chemistry of these materials varies with heat 

exposure, temperature and the production mechanism (Baldock and Smernik, 

2002; Czimczik et al., 2002). Both residues and condensates can form 

simultaneously and may coexist in environmental samples (Brodowski et al., 

2005a; Jonker and Koelmans, 2002b; Schmidt et al., 2002).  

 
Fig. 1.1. BC carbon combustion continuum (Hammes et al., 2007). 

 

During the thermal decomposition of biomass, the main plant macromolecules of 

biomass (cellulose, lignocellulose and lignin) are transformed into condensed 

aromatic ring structures (Schmidt & Noack, 2000) through progressive 

dehydration, decarbonylation and decarboxylation reactions. As these poly-

condensed aromatic structures are formed, poly-aromatisation reactions (i.e. 

growth in the size of aromatic sheets) become dominant (Bourke et al., 2007; 

Nishimiya, 1998). The chemical and physical structure of BC varies depending on 
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a number of factors including biomass composition, heating conditions, ambient 

atmosphere, solid and volatile residence time, particle size, pressure and the 

presence of inorganic minerals. Amongst these factors, heating conditions are 

generally considered the most important factor (Ascough et al., 2008; Czimczik et 

al., 2002). The proportion of aromatic C within BC has been found to increase and 

aromatic domains become larger and more pure with increasing heat treatment 

temperature (Ascough et al., 2008; Czimczik et al., 2002; Freitas et al., 1999; 

Preston and Schmidt, 2006; Shafizadeh, 1984). Starting material has also been 

found to influence BC formation and has been investigated in numerous studies 

investigating different aspects of BC (Ascough et al., 2008; Czimczik et al., 2002; 

Franklin, 1951; James et al., 2005). 

 

Black Carbon in the Environment 

Black carbon is ubiquitous in the environment and persists in soils, lake and 

marine sediments and ice (Goldberg, 1985). Its ubiquity is due to its widespread 

production in combustion processes. Since the time of the industrial revolution, 

environmental concentrations of BC have progressively increased and have 

dispersed over widespread areas by wind and water with some depositional sites 

being hundreds of kilometres from the source (Muri et al., 2002). The persistence 

of BC in nature also contributes to its ubiquity, and the presence of BC in 

sedimentary records has been dated back to Devonian times in terrestrial 

environments and as far back as the late Quaternary times in glacial and lake 

sediments (Schmidt and Noack, 2000). It has been these findings that have led to 

the belief that BC has an extreme recalcitrance to degradation.  

 

Goldberg (1985) calculated on the basis of Seiler and Cruzen’s (1980) estimates of 

global biomass burning that it would take less than 100 000 years to convert the 

Earth’s surface carbon to BC if it did not break down (Schmidt and Noack, 2000). 

Masiello (2004) identified that if BC had been produced since the last glacial 
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maximum by means of biomass burning at the same rate as it is now being 

produced, BC would account for 25 to 125% of the total soil organic carbon pool. 

However this is not the case as few measurements of soil BC/SOC are as large as 

25% (Masiello, 2004). It is therefore clear that BC does degrade or is otherwise 

lost from the earth’s surface. This section will explore the fate of BC in the 

environment and includes current global estimates of BC fluxes in soils, and 

discussion on the degradation of BC and the stabilization of BC in marine 

sediments.  

 

BC in soil and sediments 

Current global estimates of the fluxes of BC produced from biomass burning 

include 40-241 Tg year-1 (1 Teragram = 106 Tonnes) to soils (Schmidt and Noack, 

2000), 5-6 Tg year-1 to the atmosphere and 1.4-1.5 Tg year-1 to coastal oceans 

(Forbes et al., 2006). It is clear that the majority of BC remains in the terrestrial 

system where it can either accumulate in soils and sediments or undergo 

degradation processes. Black carbon is purely terrestrial in origin, however, as 

described previously, BC deposition is coupled to a common marine fate via 

fluvial and atmospheric transport (Goldberg, 1985).  

 

Black carbon is commonly found as microscopic and macroscopic particles in soils 

and is generally used as an indicator of past fire events. When deposited at soil 

surfaces, BC is very susceptible to erosion by wind and water (Schmidt and 

Noack, 2000) with the majority BC being deposited in parts of the landscape that 

act as sinks including deltas, shelves, hill slopes and valley bottoms (Chaplot et 

al., 2005; Masiello, 2004). Erosion of soil results in the continuous enrichment of 

BC within terrestrial sinks. The movement of BC is attributed to its light nature 

and minor interactions with the soil matrix. However, a large portion (>80%) of 

BC remains in proximity to its origin where it is then incorporated in the soil 

(Forbes et al., 2006).  
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Various field and lab-based estimates of BC production from biomass burning 

have been made (Schmidt and Noack, 2000; Schmidt et al., 2001) using various 

methods with estimates expressed in different terms. Large variations among 

estimates can be attributed to vague or misinterpreted definitions of BC and to 

BC analytical techniques being more or less sensitive to different parts of the BC 

continuum.  

 

Degradation of BC 

It has been long thought that BC is relatively inert compared to plant residues, 

although recent studies have shown that it can slowly be degraded (Baldock and 

Smernik, 2002; Cheng et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2006; Czimczik et al., 2005; 

Hamer et al., 2004; Ohlson and Tryterud, 2000). Degradation of BC is thought to 

occur in soils through either chemical or biological oxidation, but results are 

inconsistent as to which process contributes the most to BC degradation. An early 

study of BC degradation by Shneour (1966) reported the microbial oxidation of 

graphite (the most stable form or BC) after only 24 –hours. Laboratory incubation 

experiments by Hamer et al. (2004) and Baldock and Smernik (2002) showed that 

microbial degradation of BC occurs over 60 to 120 days at 20-25°C as evidenced 

by CO2 evolution and changes in percent OC after incubation. Hamer et al. (2004) 

and Baldock and Smernik (2002) also demonstrated that microbioal degradation 

of BC is retarded by BC produced at higher production temperatures.  

 

Oxidation and solublization of BC in soils has been found to occur over decadal to 

millennia timescales, with aged BC characterized by O-containing functional 

groups creating more surface negative charge (Cheng et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 

2006). A study by Cheng et al. (2006) found that abiotic processes were more 

important in the initial stages of oxidation of fresh BC in an incubation of 120 

days at 30-70°C and suggested that further microbial degradation of BC could be 

facilitated by the initial abiotic oxidation.  
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A recent study by Cheng et al. (2008) investigated differences in natural oxidation 

of BC under different climatic and soil regimes. The study reported significant 

oxidation at the surface of charcoals exposed to soils for 130 years, resulting in 

changes in elemental composition. These changes included increases in O, the 

formation of O-containing carboxylic and phenolic functional groups, and the 

evolution of a net surface negative charge. The study also measured these 

changes in charcoal incubated for 12 months but not to the extent of the 130 year 

old charcoals. Although time significantly increased natural oxidation, the study 

of Cheng et al. (2008) also reported a strong correlation between mean annual 

temperature and BC oxidation. The study found that oxidation was more 

pronounced on the surface and was greater by 7-fold with increases in mean 

annual temperature. However, this study failed to identify the dynamics of the 

development of oxidation and exchange sites and how temperature sensitivity 

changes with time.  

 

One potential abiotic oxidation process is the combustion of BC in subsequent 

fires. A study by Ohlson and Tryterud (2000) found that charcoal stocks in boreal 

forests did not accumulate in the soil over several forest generations and should 

have been ten times greater than actually observed. This was also observed in 

Siberian Scots pine forests soils by Czimczik et al. (2005), who suggested that the 

intensity of the last fire rather than fire frequency seemed to control the fate of 

BC. However this hypothesis has not been tested directly but is based on 

measurements of BC production, BC stocks in forest soils and fire frequency 

(Preston and Schmidt, 2006).  

 

Highly degraded ancient charcoal (6000 BP) has been found to be composed of a 

highly aromatic core with a highly oxidised surface with carboxylic and phenolic 

functional groups (Lehmann et al., 2005). Surface oxidation has also been 

observed in a study by Hockaday et al. (2006) who found BC from forest soils 

influenced by intense burning between 1890 and 1920 to be composed of 
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condensed aromatic ring structures extensively substituted with O-containing 

function groups. This suggests degradation of BC can occur on a centennial 

timescale. 

 

Stabilization of BC 

Evidence of BC preservation in the terrestrial environment is numerous and has 

been based on findings that show; BC exhibiting a high degree of resistance to a 

range of chemical oxidants (Bird and Gröcke, 1997; Skjemstad et al., 1996), 

preservation of BC for long periods shown in the geological record (Kuhlbusch and 

Crutzen, 1995) and BC existence within soil profiles demonstrating residence 

times exceeding 1000 years (Glaser et al., 2001; Schmidt et al., 2002). However, 

rather than BC being completely resistant to degradation, it is more likely that 

the degree to which BC is recalcitrant to mineralization is dependent on the 

varying extend to which the original biomass components are altered in the 

production process of BC (Baldock and Smernik, 2002). 

 

Furthermore, the stabilization of BC may be linked not only to its chemical 

structure but also to its protection by soil microaggregates and complexation with 

metal oxides (Krull et al., 2006). Brodowski et al. (2006) found that BC not only 

existed in soil as free particles but can also be located within microaggregates and 

can be concentrated in aggregate-occluded organic matter fractions. This 

enrichment of BC within the aggregate interior could actively contribute to the 

formation and stabilization of microaggregates and moreover stabilize BC from 

mineralization. Thus two main processes contribute to the stabilization of 

charcoal in soils environment (i) protection of BC by the mineral matrix and (ii) 

the recalcitrance of its chemical structure. 

 

A large portion (>80%) of the BC that is produced by a fire event remains 

proximal to the site where it was formed (Forbes et al., 2006), where it can then 

be incorporated into the soil and remain for long periods of time. However, BC 
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will eventually be transported via fluvial and aeolian (atmospheric) pathways to 

marine sediments, with the majority moving through the fluvial system. As a 

consequence, most of the particulate BC transported to the ocean is deposited on 

coastal shelves, with a smaller portion being deposited in deeper ocean sediments 

which is thought to be the ultimate sink for BC.  

 

Mannino and Harvey (2004) suggest that river-estuary systems are an important 

exporter of colloidal BC to the ocean and a study by Mitra et al. (2002) identified 

that the Mississippi river alone discharges 5% of the total global BC that is buried 

annually in the ocean. Aeolian processes transport the particulate BC, especially 

soot, where it can be dispersed into the atmosphere can have residence times 

between forty hours in wet climates to more than seven days in dry regions 

(Ogren and Charlson, 1983). As a result, particulate BC remains airborne and 

becomes part of the background planetary aerosol before eventually reaching the 

ocean surface and is deposited within ocean sediments where it remains very 

stable (Masiello and Druffel, 1998). 

 

The Chemical Structure of Black Carbon  

Knowledge of the structure of charcoal at the atomic level is essential to 

understanding its physical and chemical properties (Bourke et al., 2007). Frankin 

(1951) provided the first structural models of two distinct carbon types: 

“graphitizing” carbon and “non-graphitizing” carbon, which depend on both the 

production temperature and the nature of the starting material. Non-graphitizing 

carbon results from O-rich or H-poor substances such as carbohydrate-dominated 

biomass and is characterised by structures comprised of randomly orientated 

individual graphitic units with extensive cross-linkages. Graphitizing carbon is 

composed of nearly parallel structural units held together with a small number of 

weak cross-linkages. Later models have proposed sp2 and sp3 carbon atoms 

bonded to five-, six-, and seven-member rings (Bryne and Marsh, 1995), however, 
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this model is not supported by the fact that sp3 bonded carbon is unstable at high 

temperatures (Bourke et al., 2007).  

 

A more recent BC model by Bourke et al. (2007) aimed to incorporate previously 

ignored properties associated with charcoal and describes carbonized charcoal 

(production temperatures >800C) as microporous, containing pores with 

diameters of between 3-10 Å that contribute to the chemi-sorption characteristics 

of charcoal. The chemical structure of charcoal is of highly conjugated aromatic 

compounds constituting up to 71% microcrystalline graphite planes. It is thought 

that this model, which assumes a graphite-like polycyclic aromatic structure for 

char, is oversimplified for heterogeneous BC produced from materials produced in 

the natural environment. Instead, Knicker et al. (2008) suggest char to be a 

heterogeneous mixture of thermally altered biomacromolecules (cellulose, 

hemicelluloses and lignin) and the degree of alteration depends upon the 

chemistry of the original biomass. 

 

Physicochemical Properties 

It is recognised that knowledge of the structure of BC at the molecular level is 

essential to the understanding of its physicochemical properties. Conversely, the 

physicochemical properties of BC may be diagnostic of the fire conditions in which 

it was produced and thus provide insight into BC chemical structure. The 

physicochemical characteristics of BC influence how BC interacts with the soil 

system and the two main characteristics that govern the interactions of BC with 

the environment are chemical recalcitrance (determined by aromaticity) and 

surface sorptive properties. This section will focus on relationships between the 

physical (structural) characteristics of BC and their sorptive and recalcitrant 

capabilities in the soil environment. 
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Surface area, Porosity and Sorption 

Black carbon is inherently porous at the molecular level and this greatly 

influences how BC interacts with soil environments. The surface area of charcoal 

is of its pore-size distribution (Bourke et al., 2007) and particularly the number of 

micropores (<2nm in diameter). The relationship between total surface area and 

pore-size distribution is linear and is largely influenced by production 

temperature. As the production temperature of BC increases, the material 

becomes more structurally ordered, with the size of aromatic planes increasing 

and decreasing interplanar distances resulting in a larger surface area per 

volume (Downie et al., 2009; Freitas et al., 2001). Micropores make up the highest 

proportion of the surface area and are responsible for the high adsorptive 

capacities of BC (Downie et al., 2009). Micropores also aid in the formation of 

larger macropores through the BC formation process, where micropores can 

widen and collapse, increasing the total pore volume (Zhang et al., 2004). These 

macropores (>50nm diameter) within BC structures provide structural support 

for the transport of adsorbate molecules to the meso- and micro-pores with BC 

(Wildman and Derbyshire, 1991) and in soils macropores play an important role 

in facilitating the movement and storage of water, increase aeration, and provide 

microbial habitats and space for exploration by roots (Troeh and Thompson, 

2005).  

 

Surface Chemistry and Sorption 

The surface chemistry of BC is heterogeneous in nature and is greatly influenced 

by biomass composition and formation conditions (Elizalde-Gonzalez et al., 2007; 

Koutcheiko et al., 2007). The surface properties of BC are controlled by a range of 

functional groups that exist on the surfaces of the aromatic sheets (Boehm, 1994), 

with some incorporated within the aromatic rings as hetero-atoms (Brennan et 

al., 2001). The functional groups of charcoal are either electron donors such as 

OH, NH2 or O(C=O)R groups or electron acceptors such as (C=O)OH, (C=O)H or 

NO2 groups. Carboxyl groups are considered strong Brønsted acids, while phenols 
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and carbonyls are also acidic, but less so. Chromenes and pyrones are classed as 

basic functional groups. These acidic and basic groups have been shown by 

Brennan et al. (2001) to co-exist on the outer surfaces and pore surfaces of the BC 

particles. N and S functional groups are more abundant in biochar BC derived 

from manures, sewage sludge and rendering wastes, than in biochars produced 

from woody feedstocks. In contrast, wood biochars yield more O containing 

functional groups at the surface.   

 

These various functional groups on the surfaces of charcoal influence sorption due 

to the nature of their surface charge and the availability of π electrons, which 

varies depending upon the pH of the solution. The sorption properties of charcoal 

are often non-linear, i.e. characterised by a distinct decrease in Kd (soil-water 

distribution coefficient) with increasing sorbate concentration (Bucheli and 

Gustafsson, 2000; Bucheli and Gustafsson, 2003; Wang and Xing, 2007). Strong 

adsorption to the surfaces of charcoal is limited by the number of sites at the 

surface or inner microporous surfaces (Bucheli and Gustafsson, 2000; Cornelissen 

and Gustafsson, 2004; Jonker and Koelmans, 2002a).   

 

Recent studies (Bornemann et al., 2007; Manes, 1998; Nguyen and Ball, 2006) 

have proposed a pore-filling model for sorption to charcoal, which is consistent 

with its non-linear sorption behaviour. The model is based on the presence of 

nonpolar, microporous adsorption sites with characteristic adsorption potentials 

that account for influences posed by the sorbate properties including the distance 

between the sorbate and sorbent, microporosity and hydrophobicity. The premise 

of the model is that the sorption capacity of charcoal is restricted by the pore 

volume. 

 

The sorption properties of chars within soil and sediment have been found to be 

considerably lower than those of isolated chars (Cornelissen and Gustafsson, 

2004; Jonker and Smedes, 2000). Several studies have proposed mechanisms to 
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explain this decrease in sorption affinity, including pore blockage of the char 

sorption sites by organic matter, competition for the sorption sites by native 

organic compounds such as humic acids (Pignatello et al., 2006) and aggregate 

protection (Brodowski et al., 2005a). The durability of charcoal’s high sorption 

affinity in soils is not well understood and the potential for sorption sites to 

become “blocked” or “protected” may reduce its effectiveness as a sorbate of 

organic contaminants or to retain essential nutrients for plant uptake.  

 

Aromatic Condensation  

A commonly accepted defining characteristic of charcoal is the presence of fused 

aromatic ring structures. The cyclic electron delocalization of aromatic ring 

structures results in enhanced stability. Graphite has the highest electron 

delocalization characteristic, existing as ordered polycyclic sheets and is 

considered the most stable form of carbon after diamond (Pople and Untch, 1966; 

Schleyer et al., 1996). The single most important factor determining oxidative 

thermal stability of charcoal carbon is its degree of aromatic condensation. Both 

fire conditions and biomass composition influence the aromatic condensation of 

BC, with the aromatic condensation increasing with increasing fire or production 

temperature (Bourke et al., 2007; Freitas et al., 2001; Sharma et al., 2004; 

Smernik et al., 2006).  

 

Black Carbon Quantification 

A wide array of approaches to quantify BC in sediments and soils exist, including 

microscopy methods, thermo-optical transmission and chemical and/or thermal 

oxidation followed by quantification by infra-red (IR), molecular tracer proxies or 

elemental analyses. Of these methods, chemical or thermal oxidation are 

generally more widely used (Gustafsson et al., 2001). However, chemical 

variations of BC within its continuum cause methodological problems because 

each BC method may be intentionally or inadvertently optimised to detect a 
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particular form of BC and hence measure different parts of the BC continuum 

(Hammes et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2001).  Schmidt et al. (2001) first identified 

the need to obtain accurate and comparable analysis of BC in different matrices. 

This comparative study of six different oxidation methods gave results that 

differed by two orders of magnitude and from this concluded that there was a 

need for standard BC reference materials. These should be  representative of 

most environments where BC is found and be widely available for interlaboratory 

comparisons to allow for a better understanding how each different method “sees” 

BC and how these results compare. The largest and most wide-ranging 

(multimaterial, multimethod, multilab) comparative study –  “BC the ring trial” – 

attempted to address some of the questions raised by Schmidt et al. (2001) by 

analysing a set of reference materials covering a broad spectrum of environmental 

conditions (Hammes et al., 2007). The ring trial again highlighted the inherent 

problems with BC quantification, in that there was generally poor agreement 

between different methods. One downfall of these common BC methods is that 

they quantify organic carbon as either being BC or not being BC, despite BC 

being widely recognised as a spectrum of materials. This leads to limitations and 

biases within these techniques as they cannot provide insight into the presence 

and relative abundance of different BC forms. 

 

Schmidt and Noack (2000) highlighted that the analytical focus of BC has been to 

determine bulk properties such as its elemental composition and further progress 

in BC characterization is likely to come from molecular approaches such as 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy that may be able to gauge 

molecular-scale characteristic of BC, such as the degree of aromatic condensation 

(i.e. the extent of aromatic ring structures) that increases with increasing 

production temperature (Preston and Schmidt, 2006). One promising molecular 

method involves the partial oxidation of BC into single-ring aromatic molecules 

with multiple carboxylic acid groups (benzene polycarboxylic acids or BPCAs) 

using nitric acid. The earliest study that proposed BPCA molecules may be used 
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as specific markers for BC in soils was by Glaser et al. (1998) and it was later 

revised by Brodowski et al. (2005b) who identified the pre-oxidation 

pre-treatment often resulted in the formation of artificial BCPA. The conversion 

of BC to BPCA is largely dependent upon the degree of aromatic condensation of 

the BC, with different proportions of specific BPCA compounds providing an 

insight into the chemical structure of BC. Brodowski et al. (2005b) identified that 

the maximum number of carboxylic groups in BPCA molecules reflects the 

number of quaternary C atoms in the BC structure from which they are derived. 

In this way, BC with a higher degree of condensation should result in higher 

proportions of the penta- (B5CA) and hexa-carboxylic (B6CA) benzoic acids 

relative to BPCAs with less quaternary C atoms (B3CA, B4CA).  

 

Another promising novel method which gauges the degree of aromatic 

condensation was described in a study by Smernik et al. (2006). This method used 

the combination of a 13C-labelled benzene probe molecule and 13C NMR solid-state 

NMR spectroscopy to measure aromatic condensation through detection of 

diamagnetic ring currents within BC aromatic domains. The next section will 

provide the background and theory behind this technique to support it as a 

promising technique for measuring BC in the environment. 

 

Diamagnetic Ring Currents and the NMR “Ring Current” 

Approach 

At the molecular scale, perhaps the most important characteristic of a char is its 

degree of aromatic condensation or “graphitization”. Smernik et al. (2006) 

recently described a new method for gauging the degree of aromatic condensation 

of chars. This study showed that the chemical shift of molecules of are shifted 

upfield (to lower ppm values) when they are close (at the molecular scale) to 

condensed aromatic structures. Freitas et al. (2001) has previously attributed 
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upfield shifts in position of the aromatic peak of chars produced at increasing 

temperatures to this same “ring current” effect.  

 

Pople (1956) was the first to explain a much more widely known manifestation of 

the ring current effect: the observed differences in the 1H NMR chemical shift 

between benzene and ethylene. Using Pauling’s classical model (1936), Pople 

described these differences as being due to a circulating π-electron current. This 

current gives rise to a small magnetic field that opposes the external magnetic 

field of the NMR spectrometer, resulting in the aromatic (benzene) protons 

becoming less shielded and resonating down field (at higher ppm values). In 

contrast, the protons of benzene lie in the plane of the aromatic rings and 

molecules sorbed to char structures lie above the plane, explaining the opposite 

direction of the shift. 

 

In larger molecules, these ring currents are assumed to flow around the various 

rings of a polycyclic network of hydrocarbons. This is a logical extension of the 

insight by Pauling (1936) that in benzene electrons some distance above or below 

the plane of the nuclei could pass almost undetected from the field of one carbon 

atom to that of the next that was made by London (1937), who postulated that 

“diamagnetic currents might not be restricted to the individual atoms but might 

circulate from one atom to the other along orbits of considerable length” (i.e. along 

the cyclic conjugated pathways). Ring current theory has been employed to 

account for various anomalies in NMR chemical shifts. In general, the effect of 

diamagnetic ring currents of conjugated π-systems results in the significant 

downfield shifts (deshielding) in the molecular plane outside (at the edges of the 

ring plane) and even larger upfield shifts (shielding) inside (above the ring plane) 

(Pople and Untch, 1966). 

  

Ring current effects on 1H chemical shifts have long been used to gauge 

aromaticity and this approach led to the development of the nucleus-independent 
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chemical shifts (NICS) concept (Schleyer et al., 1996).  The NICS concept is a 

computational method using ab initio quantum chemistry techniques and has 

been widely used to quantify aromaticity since it was developed in 1996. Nucleus 

independent chemical shift calculations developed by Moran (2003) have found 

that the magnitude of the NICS (a measure of ring current) in the centre of a 

benzene ring is -9.7 ppm and increases to -11.2 ppm, 1Ǻ above the plane of the 

ring, then decreases to -4.8 ppm, 2Ǻ above the plane of the ring (Moran et al., 

2003). Moran also identified polycyclic aromatic molecules to have an additive 

effect, resulting in a relatively strong NICS above the plane of such molecules. 

Fisher and Blochl (1993) identified benzene carbon atoms to be 3-3.5Ǻ from the 

graphite plane when sorbed to graphite, hence molecules sorbed to the graphitic 

surfaces of charcoal are close enough to experience ring current effects.  

 

Objectives of this Research 

The geochemistry of BC has become increasingly relevant to a number of carbon 

cycle and climate questions and most recently soil fertility. However little is 

known about BC loss processes nor is there a fundamental understanding of BC 

degradation processes, and although BC has been found to be abundant in soils 

and sediments, estimating stocks is hampered by the lack of reliable analytical 

techniques for identifying and quantifying it in such matrices. There has been 

limited progress with the calibration of analytical techniques for a better 

interpretation of BC analysis and as identified by Hammes et al. (2007), 

estimation of BC concentration within the same sample can vary considerably 

depending on which analytical method is used. These discrepancies stem in part 

from of a lack of a common definition of BC and the fact that detection efficiency 

of each technique varies across the BC continuum.  

 

To better understand the variation in the organic composition of different BC 

materials, it is essential to be able to probe the structure of BC at the molecular 
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level and this may be best achieved using spectroscopic methods. At the molecular 

scale, perhaps the most important characteristic of BC is its degree of aromatic 

condensation. The novel method developed by Smernik et al. (2006) shows 

promise to improve BC measurements across the continuum. However, like any 

new method, it has its own unique problems and drawbacks. To properly utilise 

the technique and generate reproducible results, effort is needed to minimise or 

eliminate these problems and to optimise to technique in terms of reliability, 

speed and cost. Once optimised, the technique should be applied in a range of 

situations where accurate characterisation of BC can develop our understanding 

of its contribution to the global C cycle. The main objectives of this research were 

to: 

1. Refine and develop an improved method for gauging aromatic condensation 

of BC using NMR analysis. 

2. Apply this method to a well defined set of BC samples for validation. 

3. Determine the influence of feedstock, production temperature and 

production conditions on biochars produced by pyrolysis of waste biomass. 

4. To determine the variability of char produced from woody materials in 

natural vegetation fires and to determine whether effects of aging on a 

decadal timescale can be detected.  
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a b s t r a c t

Char is ubiquitous in the environment and contributes significantly to the inert soil organic carbon pool.
Its roles as a carbon sink and a strong sorbent of organic contaminants have come under increasing atten-
tion. However, quantifying these roles is difficult because properties such as degradability and sorption
affinity vary greatly amongst chars, especially those produced at different temperatures. Here we
describe a simple method for gauging the degree of aromatic condensation of chars, a molecular-scale
property that affects both their degradability and sorption affinity. The method involves adding 13C6 ben-
zene directly to char. The 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) chemical shift of the sorbed benzene is
affected by diamagnetic ring currents in the fused aromatic structures in the char. These ring currents
increase in magnitude with increasing extent of aromatic condensation. Seventeen heat-treated materials
were analysed in this way. Our results confirm that aromatic condensation increases with increasing heat
treatment temperature (HTT) and that activated chars contain the most highly condensed aromatic struc-
tures, but also show the importance of starting material and heat treatment time on aromatic condensa-
tion. We also show for four of the materials that the ring current effect on chemical shift was similar for
other 13C-labelled molecules, including MeOH, CH3CN and toluene.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Black carbon (BC) residues from the incomplete combustion of
vegetation and fossil fuels are ubiquitous in soil and sediment
(Goldberg, 1985; Schmidt and Noack, 2000). BC is relatively inert
to decomposition, is widely viewed as contributing significantly
to the Earth’s slow-cycling carbon pool (Knicker et al., 2008;
Preston and Schmidt, 2006; Schmidt and Noack, 2000; Skjemstad
et al., 1996, 2001) and is an important component of the global
carbon budget. It can be produced from a range of different or-
ganic materials under different conditions, resulting in products
with varying chemical properties. Incubation studies have shown
that the rate of char decomposition decreases with increasing
heat treatment temperature (HTT; Baldock and Smernik, 2002).
Its sorption properties also vary strongly, not only with HTT,
but also with starting material (James et al., 2005). One conse-
quence of this variability in properties is that different methods
used to quantify BC in soils and sediments do not produce con-
sistent results (Hammes et al., 2007). Part of this inconsistency
can be attributed to different methodologies being more or less
sensitive to different parts of the BC ‘‘continuum” (Hammes
et al., 2007).

At the molecular scale, perhaps the most important characteris-
tic of a char is its degree of aromatic condensation. All chars are
primarily composed of condensed (fused) aromatic ring clusters,

but with increasing HTT the planar, hexagonal arrays of carbon
atoms become larger and more pure ‘‘graphene” or ‘‘micro-gra-
phitic” domains (Preston and Schmidt, 2006). These molecular-
scale changes also cause changes in bulk properties with increasing
HTT, such as increasing electrical conductivity, magnetic suscepti-
bility and specific surface area (Freitas et al., 2001).

We recently described a new method for gauging the degree
of aromatic condensation of chars (Smernik et al., 2006). This in-
volves sorbing 13C-labelled benzene to the char. The 13C NMR
(nuclear magnetic resonance) chemical shift of the sorbed ben-
zene is shifted upfield (to lower ppm values) by diamagnetic ring
currents that are induced in the conjugated aromatic structures
when char is placed in a magnetic field. The upfield shift in-
creases with the heat treatment temperature, which presumably
increases with the size of the condensed aromatic domains; this
has been interpreted in terms of increasing ring current effects
(Freitas et al., 2001). Using this methodology, we showed that
the degree of aromatic condensation of two chars collected from
the field was intermediate between that of a char produced in the
laboratory at 450 �C and one produced at 850 �C (Smernik et al.,
2006).

In this paper, we use a slightly modified and even easier varia-
tion of our previous methodology (Smernik et al., 2006) to compare
the degree of aromatic condensation of seventeen heat-treated
materials. These include chars produced at different HTTs from
wood and grass, BC standards from the ‘‘black carbon ring trial”
and biochars produced from greenwaste, papermill waste, poultry
litter, cow manure and rice husks.

0146-6380/$ - see front matter � 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis and sources of heat-treated materials

Seventeen heat-treated materials were investigated and can be
divided into five categories:

(i) Three, RG250, RG450 and RG850, were produced by heating
red gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) wood chips in a muffle
furnace to a maximum temperature of 250, 450 and
850 �C, respectively. They were held at their temperature
for 2 h (RG250 and RG450) or 1 h (RG850). Further details
of the synthesis and properties of the materials are reported
elsewhere (Bornemann et al., 2007).

(ii) Three, P250, P450 and P850, were produced by heating pha-
laris (Phalaris tuberosa) straw in a muffle furnace to a maxi-
mum temperature of 250, 450 and 850 �C, respectively. They
were held at the maximum temperature for 1 h (P250, P450)
or 30 min (P850). Further details are reported elsewhere
(Bornemann et al., 2007).

(iii) Three, CW450 (chestnut wood heated to 450 �C), RS450 (rice
straw heated to 450 �C) and soot (from the inefficient com-
bustion of hexane) are BC standard materials used in the
‘‘black carbon ring trial” (Hammes et al., 2007). Further
details of these materials are reported elsewhere (Hammes
et al., 2006, 2008).

(iv) Two, AC1 and AC2, are activated charcoals. AC1 was
obtained from Sigma Aldrich, having been synthesized from
coconut husks; further details of the production conditions
are unavailable. AC2 was produced by treating cow manure
biochar CM500 (see below) with steam at 550 �C.

(v) Five biochars produced by continuous slow pyrolysis (heat-
ing rate 5–10 �C/min) by BEST Energies Australia (Somersby,
NSW, Australia). CM500 was produced from cow manure
with a maximum HTT of 500 �C. GW500 and GW600 were
produced from green waste, with maximum HTTs of 500
and 600 �C, respectively. PW500 was produced from paper-

mill waste, with a maximum HTT of 500 �C. PL550 was pro-
duced from poultry litter (a mixture of poultry manure and
bedding material from poultry farms) with a maximum
HTT of 550 �C. RH is a biochar produced from rice husks
and was sourced from Thailand. The details of its synthesis,
including HTT, are unknown.

2.2. 13C-labelled compounds

Benzene-13C6, CH3CN-1-13C, MeOH-13C and toluene-a-13C were
obtained from Isotech Laboratories (Champaign, Illinois) and used
as received.

2.3. Determination of carbon and ash contents

Carbon content was determined using a dry combustion CHN
analyser (Carlo Erba Model 1106). Ash content was determined
gravimetrically following combustion at 1000 �C.

2.4. Solid state 13C NMR analysis of heat-treated materials

Solid state 13C magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra were
obtained at a frequency of 50.3 MHz using a Varian (Palo Alto,
CA) Unity200 spectrometer. Samples were packed in a 7 mm diam-
eter cylindrical zirconia rotor with Kel-F end caps and spun at the
‘‘magic angle” (54.7�) at 5000 ± 100 Hz in a Doty Scientific (Colum-
bia, SC) MAS probe. Free induction decays (FIDs) were acquired
with a sweep width of 40 kHz; 1216 data points were collected
over an acquisition time of 15 ms. All spectra were zero-filled to
8192 data points and processed with a 50 Hz Lorentzian line
broadening and a 0.010 s Gaussian broadening. Chemical shifts
were externally referenced to the methyl resonance of hexameth-
ylbenzene at 17.36 ppm. Cross polarisation (CP) spectra represent
the accumulation of 4000 scans and were acquired using a 90�
1H pulse of 5–6 ls duration, a 1 ms contact time and a 1 s recycle
delay. Direct polarisation (DP) spectra represent the accumulation

Table 1
Properties of the heat-treated materials.

Sample Starting material HTTa (�C) C (%) Ash (%) Aromatic C (%b) Cobs (%) d13C-benzenec

(ppm)
Ddd (ppm) Signal from

13C-benzenee (%)
Detection of added
13C-benzenef (%)

CP DP CP DP
RG250 Red gum wood 250 53.4 1.0 33 41 71 106 128.4 �0.3 19 4
RG450 Red gum wood 450 66.7 2.3 83 84 38g 78g 127.2 �1.5 83 72
RG850 Red gum wood 850 79.7 7.2 74 83 19g 59g 120.6 �8.1 88 96
P250 Phalaris straw 250 49.4 5.3 27 32 85 83 128.6 �0.1 48 10
P450 Phalaris straw 450 57.7 11.6 73 79 32 86 127.6 �1.1 75 45
P850 Phalaris straw 850 55.7 18.6 90 80 3 75 122.2 �6.5 86 80
CW450 Chestnut wood 450 70.9 0.5h 74h 77h 24h 88h 127.8 �0.9 50 19
RS450 Rice straw 450 57.9 19.2h 72h 74h 40h 82h 127.8 �0.9 82 63
Soot n-Hexane i 90.3 3.5h 78h 76h 6h 61h 127.8 �0.9 44 9
CM500 Cow manure 500 41.2 40.4 75 80 27 77 128.0 �0.7 83 46
GW500 Greenwaste 500 72.2 6.1 81 88 40 75 127.2 �1.5 86 84
GW600 Greenwaste 600 62.9 5.1 79 94 25 51 127.1 �1.6 83 43
PW500 Papermill waste 500 36.6 39.7 67 58 33 103 128.2 �0.5 75 30
PL550 Poultry litter 550 43.7 50.5 56 54 18 75 128.4 �0.3 76 27
RH Rice husk i 27.6 45.2 88 87 24 111 124.9 �3.8 84 45
AC1 Coconut husk i 97.4 1.0 78 80 4 39 118.7 �10.0 82 51
AC2 Cow manure 550 50.6 47.4 79 75 8 64 122.2 �6.5 87 69

a HTT – heat treatment temperature.
b Percent of total signal in aromatic (160–110 ppm) region.
c 13C DP chemical shift of sorbed 13C-benzene.
d Difference between chemical shift of sorbed 13C-benzene and neat 13C-benzene (Dd = dsorbed species � dneat liquid).
e Signal from 13C-benzene as a proportion of total signal in 13C DP NMR spectra of materials containing sorbed 13C-benzene.
f Proportion of added 13C-benzene detected in 13C DP NMR spectra of materials containing sorbed 13C-benzene.
g From Smernik et al. (2006).
h From Hammes et al., (2008).
i HTT unknown.
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of 500–1000 scans and were acquired using a 90� 13C pulse of 5–
10 ls duration and a 90 s recycle delay. Spin counting was carried
out using the method of Smernik and Oades (2000). Briefly, spin
counting experiments involve comparison of the 13C NMR inte-
grated signal intensity of a sample with that of a standard with a
known mass and carbon content. Glycine (AR grade, Ajax Chemi-
cals) was used as external reference material, i.e. the glycine spec-
trum was acquired separately from those of the samples.

2.5. Sorption of 13C-labelled compounds to heat-treated materials

Aliquots of each heat-treated material (200 mg) were placed in
2 ml glass vials with PTFE-lined screw caps. Neat 13C-labelled sor-
bates (ca. 10 ll) were added using a micropipette and the samples
were shaken for ca. 1 min and stored at room temperature until
analysis using NMR.

2.6. Solid state 13C NMR analysis of heat-treated materials with sorbed
13C-labelled compounds

The heat-treated materials containing sorbed 13C-labelled com-
pounds were analysed using solid state 13C DP (direct polarisation)
NMR spectroscopy. DP spectra were acquired using the same
acquisition conditions described above. Spin counting was carried
out using the method of Smernik and Oades (2000) and the contri-
bution of 13C-labelled sorbate to total signal intensity was calcu-
lated by subtracting the quantity of signal produced by the heat-
treated material itself.

3. Theory

Benzenoid aromatic structures all contain cyclically conjugated,
p electron systems. The application of a magnetic field induces dia-
magnetic ring currents in these systems (Raman, 1929; Pauling,
1936). As a result, the local magnetic field perpendicular to the
centre of the p system (i.e. the aromatic ring) is reduced and the
local magnetic field outside the aromatic ring is increased. These
local effects on the magnetic field have a direct and proportional
effect on NMR chemical shifts (Pople, 1956).

The ease of measurement of ring current effects makes NMR an
attractive method for determining the degree of p electron delocal-
ization (i.e. how aromatic the molecule is) and has led to the devel-
opment of the concept of nucleus-independent chemical shifts
(NICSs; Schleyer et al., 1996). Since the ring current effect on chem-
ical shift results from the superposition of the induced magnetic
field caused by the ring current and the applied magnetic field,
and does not involve any interaction with the probe nucleus itself,
it is completely independent of the nature of the nucleus. Thus, the
NICS can be calculated at any point in space relative to an aromatic
system using ab initio quantum chemistry techniques. Since its
development in 1996 (Schleyer et al., 1996), NICS has become
the most widely used measure of the extent aromaticity of a given
molecular structure (Chen et al., 2005).

The magnitude of the NICS in the centre of a benzene ring is
�9.7 ppm; this increases to �11.2 ppm 1 Å above the plane of
the ring and decreases to �4.8 ppm 2 Å above the plane of the ring
(Moran et al., 2003). Structures containing fused benzene rings can
support ring currents that extend beyond a single benzene ring.
Delocalization of the p electrons is less ideal than for benzene in
polycyclic systems and not all rings within such systems are
equally aromatic. Therefore, NICSs values vary considerably across
and above the plane of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
molecules (Moran et al., 2003). However, the additive effect of
multiple rings results in relatively strong and less variable NICSs
above the plane of PAHs. For example, 4 Å above the plane of a

C42 PAH, the NICS varies little around an average of �2.1 ppm
(Moran et al., 2003). The largest PAH for which NICS values have
been calculated is a symmetrical C222H42 molecule, nine aromatic
rings in diameter (Moran et al., 2003). The amount of computa-
tional resources required makes ab initio techniques unsuitable
for molecules larger than this. However, a NICS map for graphite
has been calculated by making use of its periodic structure (Sebas-
tiani, 2006). The NICS was found to vary across and above the
plane, reaching a magnitude of greater than �20 ppm in places.

Molecules sorbed to condensed aromatic surfaces are close en-
ough to experience ring current effects. For example, when ben-

Fig. 1. Solid state 13C CP and DP NMR spectra of heat-treated materials produced
from red gum wood chips (RG250, RG450 and RG850) and phalaris straw (P250,
P450 and P850). The position of spinning sidebands (SSBs) is marked with an
asterisk (*). Note that the high-field SSB (ca. 30 ppm) may overlap an alkyl
resonance at the same chemical shift.
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zene is sorbed to graphite, its carbon atoms are 3–3.5 Å distant
from the graphite plane (Fisher and Blöchl, 1993). Chars contain
condensed aromatic domains, but these are smaller and less pure
than for graphite. Thus, molecules sorbed to char should experi-
ence ring current effects, the strength of which should reflect the
degree of aromatic condensation of the char.

4. Results

The seventeen heat-treated materials vary considerably in car-
bon and ash content (Table 1). Differences are also evident in their
solid state 13C cross polarisation (CP) and DP NMR spectra (Figs. 1–
3). In the context of this study, the proportion of signal in the aro-
matic region (110–160 ppm) and the NMR observability deter-
mined from spin counting (Table 1) are of particular interest.

There is a clear progression with increasing HTT (250, 450,
850 �C) in the properties of the three materials produced from
red gum (E. camaldulensis) wood chips (RG250, RG450 and
RG850). The increase in ash content from 1.0% to 7.2% reflects an
increase in the extent of organic matter loss with increasing HTT.
The 13C CP and DP NMR spectra (Fig. 1) of the lowest HTT sample
(RG250) show that this material consists primarily of non-char
material. The strongest resonances are from carbohydrate (mostly
cellulose) in the 45–110 ppm region and only 33% (CP spectrum)
and 41% (DP spectrum) of signal is in the aromatic region (Table 1).
Furthermore, the dominant peak in the aromatic region of both the
CP and DP spectra of RG250 is at ca. 150 ppm (Fig. 1) and can be
assigned to O-substituted aryl C, most likely in lignin structures.
The presence of a small amount of char in RG250 is indicated by
the small, broad resonance centred at ca. 130 ppm (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. Solid state 13C CP and DP NMR spectra of heat-treated materials from the
black carbon ring trial (CW450, RS450 and soot) and activated chars (AC1 and AC2).
The position of spinning sidebands (SSBs) is marked with an asterisk (*). Note that
the high-field SSB (ca. 30 ppm) may overlap an alkyl resonance at the same
chemical shift.

Fig. 3. Solid state 13C CP and DP NMR spectra of biochars CM500, GW500, GW600,
PW500, PL550 and RH. The position of spinning sidebands (SSBs) is marked with an
asterisk (*). Note that the high-field SSB (ca. 30 ppm) may overlap an alkyl
resonance at the same chemical shift.
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In contrast, the 13C CP and DP NMR spectra of RG450 (Fig. 1) are
dominated by a broad aromatic resonance centred at ca. 130 ppm,
which is characteristic of the aromatic structures of char. This is re-
flected in the much higher aromatic C content (83% from CP, 84%
from DP, Table 1) and the higher C content of RG450 than RG250
(66.7% and 53.4%, respectively, Table 1). A small shoulder at ca.
150 ppm in the CP and DP spectra (Fig. 1) indicates that a small
amount of O-substituted aryl C is still present, along with a small
amount of alkyl C (0–45 ppm). The CP observability of RG450 is
much lower (38%) than it is for RG250 (71%). Heating to 850 �C re-
sults in a further increase in C content (85.9%) and a further de-
crease in CP observability (19%). No O-aryl or alkyl signal is
evident in the CP or DP spectra of RG850 (Fig. 1).

The same progression in properties (increase in ash content, C
content and aromaticity and decrease in CP observability) is evi-
dent for the three materials produced from phalaris (P. tuberosa)
straw (P250, P450, P850). The phalaris-derived materials, how-
ever, have higher ash contents and lower C contents than the
red gum-derived materials (Table 1). This most likely reflects
the presence of silica-rich phytoliths in the phalaris biomass.
The CP observability for P850 is very low (3%, Table 1) and this
is reflected in the low signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of the CP spec-
trum of P850 (Fig. 1).

The two chars from the BC ring trial, CW450 (from chestnut
wood) and RS450 (from rice straw) exhibit similar properties to
RG450 and P450 (Figs. 1 and 2; Table 1). The third sample from
the BC ring trial, soot (derived from inefficient combustion of hex-
ane) exhibits similar properties to the high temperature chars
RG850 and P850, i.e. high C content, high aromaticity and low CP
observability (Figs. 1 and 2; Table 1).

The activated chars give rise to very poor quality CP spectra
(Fig. 2) because of their very low CP observability (4–8%, Table 1).
No functional groups other than aromatic C were detected in their
DP spectra, for which the observability was greater than for the
corresponding CP spectra (39–64%, Table 1).

The six biochars produced from a range of biomass materials
exhibit a range of properties. Their solid state 13C CP and DP spec-
tra (Fig. 3) indicate that all are predominantly aromatic. However,
the spectra (particularly the CP spectra) of biochars produced from
papermill waste (PW500) and poultry litter (PL550) contain clear
signals in the alkyl region (Fig. 3), and consequently a lower pro-
portion of their signal is in the aromatic region (Table 1). This is de-
spite their being produced at temperatures as high or higher than
used for other more aromatic chars (RG450, P450, CW450, RS450
and GW500).

The degree of condensation of aromatic structures was investi-
gated by determining the chemical shift of sorbed 13C benzene. The
reproducibility of the method was tested by analysing three repli-
cate samples of RG450 and RG850. The chemical shift of the sorbed
13C benzene varied by no more than ±0.4 ppm (Supplementary
material, Fig. S1).

Fig. 4 shows the aromatic region of the 13C DP NMR spectra of
the 17 materials containing sorbed 13C benzene. Spin counting
indicated that in all but four cases >75% of NMR signal in the spec-
tra results from the added 13C benzene, whilst for the remaining
materials the added 13C benzene contributed 19–50% of signal. In
all cases, subtraction of the matrix signal did not affect the position
of the aromatic peak, so the chemical shifts in Fig. 4 and Table 1 are
those of the sorbed 13C benzene. The difference in chemical shift
between sorbed 13C benzene and neat, liquid 13C benzene (d

Fig. 4. Aromatic region of 13C DP NMR spectra of heat-treated materials containing sorbed 13C benzene.
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128.7 ppm) was determined and is denoted as Dd (dsorbed species

� dneat liquid) in Table 1. Spin counting was also used to calculate
the percentage of added 13C benzene detected in the DP spectra
(Table 1). The values reflect both the loss of 13C benzene because
of volatilisation (e.g. for RG250 and P250) and sub-optimal detec-
tion of 13C benzene (e.g. for the activated chars for which DP
observability for the materials themselves is low).

For the red gum- and phalaris-derived materials there was a de-
crease in the chemical shift of the 13C benzene with increasing HTT.
The chemical shift of sorbed 13C benzene was the same
(127.8 ppm) for all three ring trial samples (CW450, RS450 and
soot). The two activated chars gave rise to the lowest chemical
shifts for sorbed 13C benzene (118.7 and 122.2 ppm, respectively).
Amongst the biochars, CM500, PW500 and PL550 gave rise to
chemical shifts for sorbed 13C benzene in the range 128.0–
128.4 ppm, GW500 and GW600 in the range 127.1–127.2 ppm,
and the chemical shift for 13C benzene sorbed to RH was
124.9 ppm.

For four of the heat-treated materials (RG450, RH, RG850 and
AC1), sorption experiments were carried out with three other
13C-labelled compounds – MeOH, CH3CN and toluene. Fig. 5 shows
that Dd values were similar, but not identical, for all four 13C-la-
belled sorbates.

5. Discussion

The distinctive aromatic structure of char makes it reasonably
easy to distinguish from most other types of organic matter, in
particular ‘‘fresh” (uncharred) biomass, using solid state 13C
NMR spectroscopy. Of the 17 heat-treated materials, RG250 and
P250 are clearly not chars, since their NMR spectra are not dom-
inated by aromatic signal (Fig. 1, Table 1). The other 15 are all
predominantly aromatic and can be considered to be composed
primarily of char (or soot). Differences between their spectra
are generally subtle. Some contain minor resonances that indicate
that charring was incomplete. RG450 and CW450 both have a
slight shoulder at ca. 150 ppm resulting from O-aryl C and
PW500 and PL550 have clear alkyl peaks. Other chars (RG450,
P450, CW450, RS450, CM500, GW500 and GW600) also contain
small alkyl peaks.

Whereas differentiating char from non-char organic matter
using NMR is easy, determining the degree of condensation of
the aromatic structures of char is difficult. The CP observability

of chars can give an indication of the degree of condensation (Bal-
dock and Smernik, 2002; Freitas et al., 1999, 2001). CP observabil-
ity is low for condensed aromatic structures because a large
proportion of C nuclei are remote from nearest neighbouring pro-
tons. This effect is likely to contribute to the low CP observability
for the high temperature chars (RG850 and P850, Table 1) and
the activated chars (AC1 and AC2, Table 1). However, free radical
content has been shown to have as big an effect as remote proton-
ation on the CP observability of chars (Smernik et al., 2002a,b).
Since free radical content tends to maximise at moderate HTTs of
400–600 �C (Emmerich et al., 1991), the combined effect of remote
protonation and free radical content with increasing HTT is likely
to be complex, reducing the usefulness of CP observability as a
gauge of aromatic condensation. Paramagnetic and ferromagnetic
minerals in the ash fraction will also affect NMR observability (Fre-
itas et al., 2002). The presence of such minerals is likely to be the
cause of the low CP observability for PL550.

A better and more direct gauge of the aromatic condensation
in chars is the effect of diamagnetic ring currents on sorbed mol-
ecules. In our previous study (Smernik et al., 2006) we used batch
sorption to load the probe molecule (13C benzene) onto four
chars, including RG450 and RG850. This resulted in substantial
loss of 13C benzene, since some remained in solution during batch
sorption and some was lost through volatilisation during isolating
and drying of the 13C benzene-loaded char. Only 4% (for RG450)
and 36% (for RG850) of the added 13C benzene were detected in
the loaded chars, as determined from spin counting on the 13C
DP spectrum (Smernik et al., 2006). In this study, we used a more
direct method for loading the probe molecule – direct addition of
the neat liquid onto the dry char. This has the advantage of being
quicker and also resulted in increasing the recovery of 13C ben-
zene on the loaded chars (72% for RG450 and 96% for RG850, Ta-
ble 1). The chemical shifts for 13C benzene sorbed to RG450 and
RG850 are similar to those reported in our previous study (Smer-
nik et al., 2006). A convenient way to express the magnitude of
the effect of sorption on the chemical shift of the probe molecule
is by relating it to a reference chemical shift, which we denote as
Dd. We have chosen to use the chemical shift of the neat liquid as
the reference. Since the choice of reference is arbitrary, differ-
ences in Dd values between chars are more meaningful than
the absolute values of Dd.

It is clear from the RG and P series of chars that Dd is less sen-
sitive to changes between 250 and 450 �C than those between 450
and 850 �C; Dd decreases by 0.8–1.0 ppm from 250 to 450 �C, but
by 5.0–6.6 ppm from 450 to 850 �C (Table 1). The more negative
Dd value for RG850 than P850 suggests the aromatic structures
in the wood char (RG850) are more condensed than in the grass
char (P850) produced at the same HTT. This is likely due to the
higher lignin content of the wood, which gives rise to a greater de-
gree of aromaticity upon thermal degradation (Freitas et al., 2001;
Liou et al., 1997), highlighting the influence of starting material on
the degree of aromatic condensation of the chars produced.

The Dd values for CW450 and RS450 of �0.9 ppm (Table 1) indi-
cate that they are less condensed than RG450 and P450. The Dd va-
lue for the soot sample of �0.9 ppm is unexpected, since soot is
generally considered to contain more condensed aromatic struc-
tures than char (Hammes et al., 2007). The relatively low degrees
of aromatic condensation for these three ring trial samples may
in part explain why some of the BC quantification techniques
tested in the ring trial did not classify them as BC (Hammes
et al., 2007). In particular, the widely-used CTO375 method for
measuring BC classified virtually none of the carbon in CW450 or
RS450 as BC and only ca. 40% of the carbon in the soot as BC (Ham-
mes et al., 2007).

The Dd values for the activated chars were both very negative
and indicate that these materials, along with the 850 �C chars

Fig. 5. �Dd values for 13C-labelled compounds sorbed to four heat-treated
materials. The negative of Dd has been plotted for convenience, since most all but
one value of Dd is negative. Dd is the difference between the chemical shift of the
sorbed compound and the neat compound (Dd = dsorbed species � dneat liquid).
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(RG850 and P850) contain the most condensed aromatic
structures.

The higher HTTs (500–600 �C) used to produce biochars CM500,
GW500, GW600, PW500 and PL550 would suggest that their aro-
matic structures should be more condensed than those of the chars
produced at 450 �C (RG450, P450, CW450 and RS450). However,
their Dd values are actually quite similar (Table 1). In part, this
probably reflects differences in the processes used to produce
them. In particular, the process used to produce the biochars was
faster, so they were not held at their maximum temperature for
as long. The variation in Dd values amongst these five biochars ap-
pears to be associated with their ash content (Table 1); those with
the highest ash content (CM500, PW500 and PL550) have much
less negative Dd values than those with lower ash content
(GW500 and GW600). Biochar RH was produced using a different
process to that used for the other biochars and its HTT is not
known. However its Dd value of �3.8 ppm indicates that its aro-
matic domains are considerably more condensed than those of
the other biochars.

Molecules other than benzene (MeOH, CH3CN and toluene)
experience similar, but not identical, diamagnetic ring current ef-
fects when sorbed to RG450, RH, RG850 and AC1 (Fig. 5). For each
sorbate, Dd decreases (becomes increasingly negative) in the order
RG450 > RH > RG850 > AC1. This shows that many different com-
pounds can be used to gauge the degree of aromatic condensation
of chars. The advantage of benzene is that the fully 13C-labelled iso-
topomer is commercially available, has a very high 13C content and
its entire NMR signal is concentrated in a single resonance. As a re-
sult, it offers substantially greater sensitivity than the other com-
pounds tested. The disadvantages are that its chemical shift
coincides with that of the char C and it is the most volatile of the
compounds tested.

6. Conclusions

Our results show that the degree of aromatic condensation of
chars can be gauged by measuring the change in chemical shift
(Dd) experienced by molecules such as benzene when sorbed to
the char. The determination of Dd for chars thus offers an easy
and direct measurement of a char characteristic that is likely to af-
fect important properties such as degradability. However, thus far,
the Dd values produced provide only a relative measure of aro-
matic condensation. Further research is being carried out to com-
pare the technique against existing techniques for charcoal
characterisation and to apply it to model compounds (e.g. large
PAHs). Determination of Dd for 17 heat-treated materials confirms
that aromatic condensation increases with increasing HTT and that
activated chars contain highly condensed aromatic structures, but
also shows the importance of starting material and heat treatment
time on aromatic condensation. Interestingly, the Dd value of hex-
ane soot indicated a low degree of aromatic condensation, which
contradicts the common perception of soot being more condensed
than char.
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Figure S1. Aromatic region of 13C DP NMR spectra of replicate samples of heat -
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a b s t r a c t

Quantifying the role of black carbon (BC) in geochemical processes is difficult due to the heterogeneous
character of its chemical structure. Chestnut wood charcoal samples produced at heat treatment temper-
atures (HTT) from 200–1000 �C were analysed using two different solid state 13C NMR techniques. First,
aromaticity was determined as the percentage of total signal present in the aromatic region of 13C direct
polarisation (DP) spectra. This was found to increase through the low temperature range of 200–400 �C;
at higher temperatures, aromaticity was found to be >90%. Second, aromatic condensation was deter-
mined through the measurement of the chemical shift of 13Cbenzene sorbed to the charcoals, which is influ-
enced by the presence of ‘‘ring currents’’ in the aromatic domains of the charcoals. This technique was
less sensitive to molecular changes through the lower temperature range, but showed there was a
smooth increase in the degree of condensation of the aromatic structures with increasing temperature
through the temperature range 400–1000 �C. Ab initio molecular modelling was used to estimate the size
of aromatic domains in the charcoals based on the strength of the ring currents detected. These calcula-
tions indicated that charcoals produced at temperatures below 500 �C contain aromatic domains no lar-
ger than coronene (7 ring). At higher temperatures the size of these domains rapidly increases, with
structures larger than a 19 ring symmetrical PAH being predominant in charcoals produced at tempera-
tures above 700 �C. Data from this study were found to be generally consistent with previously published
measurements using the benzenepolycarboxylic acid (BPCA) molecular marker method on the same set
of samples.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Black carbon (BC) is important to a range of biogeochemical
processes (Goldberg, 1985; Schmidt and Noack, 2000; Preston
and Schmidt, 2006), however, the identification and quantification
of BC in natural environments remains difficult to achieve
(Hammes et al., 2007). One difficulty is that, in the context of soil
and sediment studies, terms such as BC, char, charcoal, ash and
soot are not used consistently through the literature (Preston and
Schmidt, 2006; Hammes et al., 2007). In this study, BC is used as
a general term to describe the solid residue of incomplete combus-
tion of biomass or fossil fuel. This includes solid residues (charcoal
or char) and re-condensed residues from combustion gasses (soot).
We reserve the term ash to describe the inorganic component of BC
materials, whereas others have used ‘‘ash’’ synonymously with BC
(Yang and Sheng, 2003). A second difficulty in the identification
and quantification of BC is that BC describes a continuum of mate-
rials, with no clear cut boundaries between different forms

(Schmidt and Noack, 2000; Preston and Schmidt, 2006). Most BC
detection methods are based on the resistance of BC to oxidation
and/or thermal degradation (Masiello and Druffel, 1998; Skjemstad
et al., 1999; Gustafsson et al., 2001; Simpson and Hatcher, 2004)
and classify organic carbon as either BC or non-BC accordingly. This
is fundamentally limiting, because such techniques cannot provide
information about the presence and relative abundance of different
BC forms.

The chemical composition and physical structure of BC varies
depending on the starting material and the heating temperature
and conditions; amongst these, heat treatment temperature (HTT)
is generally considered the most important factor (Czimczik et al.,
2002; Ascough et al., 2008). Thus, variability in BC composition is
most clearly evident for ‘‘thermosequences’’ of BC materials pro-
duced at different temperatures from the same starting material
(Shafizadeh, 1984; Pastorova et al., 1994; Nishimiya, 1998; Freitas
et al., 1999; Lu et al., 2000; Baldock and Smernik, 2002; Czimczik
et al., 2002; Brown et al., 2006; Ascough et al., 2008; David et al.,
2009; Keiluweit et al., 2010). These studies have employed a wide
variety of methods to characterise the BC materials produced,
including elemental analysis (Shafizadeh, 1984; Nishimiya, 1998;
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Freitas et al., 1999; Lu et al., 2000; Baldock and Smernik, 2002;
Brown et al., 2006; Keiluweit et al., 2010), solid state 13C NMR spec-
troscopy (Shafizadeh, 1984; Pastorova et al., 1994; Freitas et al.,
1999; Baldock and Smernik, 2002; Czimczik et al., 2002; Ascough
et al., 2008; David et al., 2009), IR spectroscopy (Shafizadeh,
1984; Pastorova et al., 1994; Nishimiya, 1998; Baldock and Smer-
nik, 2002; Keiluweit et al., 2010), pyrolysis–gas chromatography–
mass spectrometry (Py–GC–MS; Shafizadeh, 1984; Pastorova
et al., 1994), X-ray diffraction (Lu et al., 2000; Keiluweit et al.,
2010), near-edge X-ray absorption fine-structure (NEXAFS) spec-
troscopy (Keiluweit et al., 2010), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy;
XPS; (Nishimiya, 1998) and measurement of surface area (Brown
et al., 2006; Keiluweit et al., 2010), helium based solid density
(Brown et al., 2006) and electrical resistivity (Freitas et al., 1999;
Brown et al., 2006).

Various models have been developed to describe the changes
that occur during BC formation (Shafizadeh, 1984; Pastorova
et al., 1994; Nishimiya, 1998; Freitas et al., 1999; Czimczik et al.,
2002; Brown et al., 2006; Preston and Schmidt, 2006; Bourke
et al., 2007; Knicker et al., 2008; Keiluweit et al., 2010). Most agree
that two key changes are: (i) an increase in the proportion of aro-
matic carbon through the low temperature range (i.e. an increase
in aromaticity); and (ii) an increase in the size of aromatic struc-
tures through the higher temperature range (i.e. an increase in aro-
matic condensation). In general it is easier to quantify the
proportion of aromatic structures than the degree of aromatic
condensation.

Aromaticity of BC is most often quantified using solid state 13C
NMR spectroscopy. All BC thermosequence studies that have used
NMR (Shafizadeh, 1984; Pastorova et al., 1994; Freitas et al., 1999;
Baldock and Smernik, 2002; Czimczik et al., 2002; Ascough et al.,
2008; David et al., 2009) report that the proportion of total C iden-
tified as being aromatic increases with increasing heat treatment
temperature. Several of these studies (Shafizadeh, 1984; Freitas
et al., 1999; Czimczik et al., 2002; Ascough et al., 2008) also report
that once the heat treatment temperature reaches 500 �C, non-aro-
matic carbon is close to or below detection limits. Aromaticities
determined using XRD (Lu et al., 2000) and XPS (Nishimiya,
1998) are inconsistent with these findings, with lower values re-
ported that continue to increase well above 1000 �C. This exempli-
fies the difficulties encountered in BC analysis, where a term such
as aromaticity, which is common to several analytical techniques,
effectively has multiple technique specific meanings.

Aromatic condensation has been gauged using XRD and mea-
surements of helium based solid density and electrical resistivity.
Both crystallite size and interlayer spacing of a series of heat trea-
ted coals were found to be insensitive to production temperature
through the low temperature range (<900 �C), but quite sensitive
to temperatures > 900 �C. Brown et al. (2006) found that helium
based solid density increased sharply through the temperature
range 600–900 �C, while electrical resistivity decreased sharply
through this temperature range, which is also consistent with the
findings of Freitas et al. (1999).

Another method used for the characterisation of BC involves
partial oxidation into single-ring aromatic molecules with multiple
carboxylic acid groups (benzene polycarboxylic acids or BPCAs)
using nitric acid. The distribution of individual BPCA molecular
markers can be used to infer the size of aromatic clusters present
in charcoals (Glaser et al., 1998; Brodowski et al., 2005; Hammes
et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2010, 2011). Aromatic rings at the
edges of the charcoal structure produce more of the incompletely
carboxylated compounds, B3CA, B4CA and B5CA, whereas B6CA is
produced from aromatic rings in the charcoal that are surrounded
by other ring structures (Glaser et al., 1998; Hammes et al., 2007;
Dittmar, 2008). Recently, we applied the BPCA technique to a ther-
mosequence of 12 wood charcoals produced at temperatures rang-

ing from 200–1000 �C (Schneider et al., 2010, 2011). This technique
is mainly used to gauge aromatic condensation, measured as the
relative contribution of the molecular marker B6CA to total BPCA-
C. This was found to increase quite consistently with increasing
temperature. The total yield of BPCAs also provides a measure of
aromatic content, and was found to increase through the 200–
700 �C temperature range (Schneider et al., 2010, 2011).

We have also recently described a simple method for measuring
the aromatic condensation of BC using solid state 13C NMR spec-
troscopy. This technique is based on the change in 13C NMR chem-
ical shift (Dd) experienced by molecules such as benzene when
sorbed to charcoal (Smernik et al., 2006; McBeath and Smernik,
2009). The physical basis of this effect is diamagnetic ring currents
that are induced in the conjugated aromatic structures when char-
coal is placed in a magnetic field. The induced magnetic field adds
slightly to the applied field in the region close to the aromatic BC
surface, resulting in an upfield shift of the 13C resonance of the
sorbed 13C labelled benzene, the magnitude of the shift being
dependent on the degree of aromatic condensation (McBeath and
Smernik, 2009).

In this study, the thermosequence of charcoals (200–1000 �C)
analysed in Schneider et al. (2010, 2011) is analysed using the ‘‘ring
current’’ technique of McBeath and Smernik (2009). The aim is to
determine if the ring current measurement is sensitive to the dif-
ferent BC forms represented by the thermosequence charcoals,
and to compare ring current measurements with the published
BPCA analyses.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Charcoal synthesis

The synthesis of the 12 charcoal materials has been described
previously (Schneider et al., 2010). Briefly, synthesis involved heat-
ing chestnut wood (Castanea sativa) in a pyrolysis furnace (Carbo-
lite CTF 16/75, Sheffield, UK) under an N2 atmosphere (flow 13 l/h)
to a maximum temperature of 200–1000 �C at the rate of 50 �C/h.
Materials were held at their maximum temperature for 5 h. Chem-
ical properties (C content, H/C and O/C ratios) of the charcoal sam-
ples are presented in the previous papers (Schneider et al., 2010,
2011).

2.2. 13C labelled benzene

Benzene 13C6, was obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laborato-
ries, Inc. (Andover, Massachusetts) and used as received.

2.3. Solid state 13C NMR analysis of charcoal

Solid state 13C magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra were
obtained at a frequency of 100.6 MHz using a Varian Unity INOVA
400 NMR spectrometer. Samples were packed in 7 mm diameter
cylindrical zirconia rotors with Kel-F rotor end caps and spun at
the ‘‘magic angle’’ (54.7�) at 6500 ± 100 Hz in a Doty Scientific
supersonic MAS probe. Free induction decays (FIDs) were acquired
with a sweep width of 50 kHz; 1216 data points were collected
over an acquisition time of 12 ms. All spectra were zero filled to
8192 data points and processed with a 50 Hz Lorentzian line
broadening and a 0.010 s Gaussian broadening. Chemical shifts
were externally referenced to the methyl resonance of hexameth-
ylbenzene at 17.36 ppm. Cross polarisation (CP) spectra represent
the accumulation of 4000 scans and were acquired using a 90�
1H pulse of 5–6 ls duration, a 1 ms contact time and a 1 s recycle
delay. Direct polarisation (DP) spectra represent the accumulation
of 500–1000 scans and were acquired using a 90� 13C pulse of
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5–10 ls duration and a 90 s recycle delay. Spin counting was car-
ried out using the method of Smernik and Oades (2000a,b). Glycine
(AR grade, Ajax Chemicals) was used as the external reference for
spin counting, i.e. the glycine spectrum was acquired separately
to those of the samples.

2.4. Sorption of 13C labelled benzene to charcoal

Sorption was carried out using the method of McBeath and
Smernik (2009). Briefly, aliquots of each charcoal sample
(200 mg) were placed in 2 ml glass vials with PTFE lined screw
caps. Neat 13C labelled benzene (ca. 10 ll) was added using a
micropipette and the samples were shaken for 1 min and stored
at room temperature until analysed by NMR.

2.5. Solid state 13C NMR analysis of charcoal with sorbed 13C labelled
compounds

Charcoal with sorbed 13C labelled benzene was analysed using
solid state 13C CP and DP NMR spectroscopy. Spectra were acquired
using the same acquisition conditions described above but fewer
scans (16–128) were required. The chemical shift of the 13C la-
belled benzene provides a measure of the degree of aromatic con-
densation of the charcoal surface to which it is sorbed, which is
expressed as the parameter Dd, i.e. the chemical shift of sorbed
13C labelled benzene minus the chemical shift of neat benzene
(128.7 ppm) (McBeath and Smernik, 2009).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Aromaticity increases through the low temperature range,
reaching >85% by 350 �C

The 13C cross polarisation (CP) NMR spectra of the charcoals
produced at temperatures from 200–700 �C are presented in
Fig. 1. Spectra could not be obtained for the three charcoal samples
produced at the highest temperatures (800 �C, 900 �C and 1000 �C)
because the samples could not be tuned. This is a common problem
for high temperature charcoals that are electrically conducting
(Freitas et al., 1999, 2001).

There is a clear progression in the composition of the charcoal
structure with increasing temperature evident in Fig. 1. This re-
flects the breakdown of the lignocellulosic structure of the starting
material and the development of a highly aromatic structure. The
13C CP NMR spectra of the 200 �C and 250 �C charcoals are domi-
nated by resonances from lignocellulosic materials, especially car-
bohydrates (peaks between 74 and 110 ppm), but also
hemicelluloses (10 ppm and 173 ppm) and lignin (56 ppm (meth-
oxyl) and peaks between 115 and 150 ppm).

Between 250 �C and 275 �C major changes occur and these are
reflected in the NMR spectra, with the development of a broad al-
kyl peak (30 ppm) and an increase in the intensity of aromatic
(130 ppm) and O-aryl (150 ppm) peaks. The production of alkyl C
in low temperature chars was noted by Shafizadeh (1984) and
attributed to the dehydration and rearrangements that occur as
the glycosylic structure of cellulose is degraded on heating. The
charcoal produced at 300 �C contains very little carbohydrate C
and by 350 �C there is very little methoxyl C remaining. The char-
coal produced at 350 �C is the first where the aryl peak at 130 ppm
is the most intense in the spectrum. This aryl peak becomes
increasingly dominant in charcoal produced at tempera-
tures > 350 �C, with the signals from O-aryl carbons (shoulder
around 150 ppm) and alkyl C (broad peak around 30 ppm, presum-
ably due to relatively resistant alkyl structures produced at lower
temperatures) steadily diminishing.

Throughout the series of spectra, spinning sidebands associated
with the aryl peak (marked with an asterisk) become clearer. These
spinning sidebands appear when the rate of magic angle spinning
is not high enough to overcome the chemical shift anisotropy,
which is large for the aromatic carbons.

The 13C direct polarisation (DP) NMR spectra of the charcoal
samples are presented in Fig. 2. The quality of the DP spectra, in
terms of signal/noise ratios, is not as good as for the CP spectra.
This is because (i) CP generally produces more signal per scan than
DP and (ii) fewer scans (500–1000) were acquired for DP than for
CP spectra (4000 scans). The DP spectra involved much longer
acquisition times, despite fewer scans being acquired, due to a
longer delay between scans being necessary (90 s for DP versus
1 s for CP) to ensure complete relaxation (Kinchesh et al., 1995;
Smernik and Oades, 2000a,b). However, the DP spectra provide
better quantitation, as discussed below. The progressive changes
in charcoal composition with increasing temperature apparent in
the DP spectra are consistent with those observed in the CP spectra
(Figs. 1 and 2). However, there are some small differences between
corresponding CP and DP spectra. For the charcoal produced at
200 �C, the distribution of signal intensity among the chemical
shift regions was almost identical in the CP and DP analysis. With
increasing HTT to 250 �C, less alkyl (30 ppm) and O-alkyl (74 ppm)
and more aryl C was observed in the DP than CP spectra, with the
difference being clearest for the methoxyl peak (ca. 56 ppm). This
difference continued up to a HTT of 500 �C, with the DP spectra
containing less O-alkyl C and more aryl and O-aryl C. For charcoals
produced at temperatures P 600 �C, the distribution of the differ-
ent types of C in CP and DP spectra was similar.

Spin counting was used to gauge the observability of C in the
charcoals. The proportion of potential signal observed (Cobs) in
the CP and DP NMR spectra is shown in Table 1. Cobs for the low
HTT (200 �C and 250 �C) charcoals was high (>85%) for both CP
and DP spectra. With increasing HTT, Cobs for CP spectra steadily
decreased to 8% for charcoal produced at 700 �C. For the DP spectra,
Cobs remained above 75% until a HTT of 600 �C, when it decreased
to 67%. There was a further decrease in DP Cobs to 57% for the char-
coal produced at 700 �C. The reduction in Cobs through the lower
temperature range for the CP spectra can be attributed to the pro-
gressive loss of H from the charcoal structure and an increase in
free radical content. A decreasing concentration of H reduces the
efficiency of magnetisation transfer (cross polarisation) in the CP
experiment. Additionally, free radicals stabilised within the aro-
matic systems of the charcoal induce rapid rotating-frame proton
longitudinal (T1qH) relaxation (Freitas et al., 1999). Smernik et al.
(2002a,b) found rapid T1qH relaxation to have as big an effect as re-
mote protonation on the CP observability of charcoals in the low to
mid (400–600 �C) HTT range, where free radical concentration is
maximised (Emmerich et al., 1991).

Quantification of the proportion of aromatic C signal from the
solid state 13C CP and DP spectra was difficult to obtain for two rea-
sons. First, a substantial proportion of aromatic signal was present
in the spinning sidebands (SSBs). This is a consequence of using a
relatively high field NMR spectrometer (400 MHz) with a maxi-
mum MAS rate of 6.5 kHz. Under these conditions, first order aro-
matic SSBs are quite large and appear 65 ppm either side of the
central peak. The high-field SSB therefore overlaps with O-alkyl
resonances. Second order SSBs are also visible 130 ppm from the
central peak. The second problem with quantifying aromatic C
was that the aromatic peak was very broad, especially for the high-
est temperature charcoals, and thus even the central peak ex-
tended outside the usual chemical shift region assigned to
aromatic C (110–165 ppm).

In light of these issues, quantification of aromatic C was carried
out using a deconvolution procedure, rather than the more usual ap-
proach of assigning a fixed chemical shift region (e.g. 110–160 ppm)
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Fig. 1. Solid state 13C CP NMR spectra of the charcoal thermosequence produced from chestnut wood with HTT from 200–700 �C. Asterisks (⁄) mark the position of spinning
sidebands (SSBs) associated with the aromatic chemical shift at 130 ppm. Note that the high-field SSB (ca. 65 ppm) may overlap with O-alkyl resonance at the same chemical
shift.

Fig. 2. Solid state 13C DP NMR spectra of the charcoal thermosequence produced from chestnut wood with HTT from 200–700 �C. Asterisks (⁄) mark the position of spinning
sidebands (SSBs) associated with the aromatic chemical shift at 130 ppm. Note that the high-field SSB (ca. 65 ppm) may overlap with O-alkyl resonance at the same chemical
shift.
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as aromatic C. Deconvolution involved fitting each spectrum as the
sum of multiple peaks of Gaussian shape, which were assigned as
either aromatic (including SSBs) or non-aromatic, based on whether
or not the centre of the peak was in the range 110–165 ppm. Further
details of the deconvolution procedure can be found in the Supple-
mentary material (S1).

The proportion of total NMR signal identified as being due to
aromatic C for both CP and DP spectra is presented in Table 1. Gi-
ven that the Cobs values for the DP spectra are greater than 75% for
charcoals produced up to 500 �C, the DP values can be taken to clo-
sely reflect the actual percentage of aromatic C in these charcoals.
The CP values are actually quite similar to the corresponding DP
values, despite the much lower Cobs values for charcoals produced
at temperatures of 300 �C and above. However, the proportion of
aromatic C in CP spectra is generally slightly lower than for the cor-
responding DP spectra and this indicates that charcoal aromatic C
is detected with lower efficiency than non-aromatic C in CP spec-
tra, as discussed above.

Less than half of the carbon in the charcoals produced at 200 �C
and 250 �C is aromatic (14% and 29%, respectively, based on the DP
spectra; Table 1). The proportion of aromatic C increases rapidly in
the 250–350 �C range, reaching 88% by 350 �C (Table 1). At temper-
atures at and above 400 �C, non-aromatic signals in both the CP
and DP spectra are mostly restricted to small, broad peaks in the
alkyl region (20–50 ppm; Fig. 1 and 2). In this temperature range,
aromatic C generally represents >90% of total signal. These results
are consistent with the general trends reported in previous char-
ring studies (Solum et al., 1989; Pastorova et al., 1994; Freitas
et al., 1999; Lu et al., 2000; Baldock and Smernik, 2002; Czimczik
et al., 2002; Ascough et al., 2008; McBeath and Smernik, 2009).
Slight variations in exact aromaticity values between studies can
be explained by different combinations of heat treatment time,
temperature, particle size and conditions of pyrolysis.

3.2. Ring current measurements show aromatic condensation
increases rapidly from 400 �C

The solid state 13C NMR analyses described above show that the
charcoals produced even at moderate temperatures of 400–500 �C,
consist almost entirely (>90%) of aromatic C and that such analyses
are quite insensitive to the changes in the chemical composition
and structure that occur at higher temperatures.

The degree of aromatic condensation of the charcoal samples
was determined using the recently developed ‘‘ring current’’
technique (McBeath and Smernik, 2009), which utilises the
upfield shift in the position of a probe molecule (13Cbenzene)
when it is sorbed to charcoal; this shift is denoted as Dd
(Dd = dsorbedbenzene � dneatbenzene). Whereas it was only possible
to obtain 13C CP and DP spectra of the charcoals up to a HTT
of 700 �C, we were able to determine Dd values, which are a
measure of the strength of the ring currents, for the complete
thermosequence of HTT from 200–1000 �C. This was because
the signal detected arises from a fully 13C labelled compound
(benzene), allowing a smaller amount of charcoal to be used
for analysis. The tuning problem encountered in the ‘‘standard’’
13C CP and DP analyses arises from a bulk property, i.e. the tun-
ing gets poorer as more charcoal is placed in the NMR rotor. The
greater sensitivity of the ring current analysis meant that much
less sample was needed and hence the tuning problem for the
high HTT charcoals could be overcome. The Dd values for the
12 charcoal samples, determined using both CP and DP are pre-
sented in Table 2. The corresponding CP and DP values are very
similar, differing by no more than 0.4 ppm, showing that either
polarisation technique can be used to measure Dd. In the low
temperature range of 200–400 �C, Dd decreases (becomes more
negative) only slowly. This decrease is more rapid in the mid-
to high temperature range of 400–1000 �C.

The contrast between changes in aromaticity (as determined by
the percentage of carbon that is identified as being aromatic by solid
state 13C DP NMR) and aromatic condensation (as determined byDd)
with HTT is illustrated in Fig. 3. The different shapes of the two
curves demonstrates that these measures are complimentary, in
that they measure different aspects of charcoal chemistry and are
most sensitive to changes in different HTT ranges. Charcoal aroma-
ticity increases rapidly through the temperature range 250–
450 �C, by which time > 90% of the carbon is aromatic. It is therefore
evident that this measure of charcoal chemistry is more useful for
distinguishing between charcoals in the lower HTT range. On the
other hand, aromatic condensation is relatively insensitive to
changes in charcoal chemistry up to a production temperature of
400 �C, after which it increases smoothly all the way up to 1000 �C.
This shows that there are still changes in charcoal chemistry at these
higher production temperatures. These changes are likely to be asso-
ciated with physicochemical characteristics of charcoal, such as spe-
cific surface area and also important practical properties such as
sorption affinity and capacity, which have been shown to be sensi-
tive to charcoal production temperatures in this range (James
et al., 2005; Bornemann et al., 2007; Chen and Chen, 2009).

Table 1
C content, aromatic C content and NMR observability of charcoals produced in the
HTT range 200–700 �C.

HTTa (�C) C (%) Aromatic C (%b) Cobs
c (%)

CP DP CP DP

200 50.3 16.1 14.4 102 98
250 54.3 20.8 28.7 87 89
275 64.1 69.8 71.7 73 82
300 69.5 72.2 78.1 61 75
350 73.4 78.1 87.9 46 87
400 78.1 85.5 89.4 36 91
500 87.1 95.6 99.1 45 87
600 93.8 96.4 99.9 25 67
700 95.1 100.0 100.0 8 57
800 96.0 na na na na
900 96.5 na na na na

1000 96.3 na na na na

na – Measurements not made due to issues with tuning.
a HTT – heat treatment temperature.
b Percent of total signal in the aromatic (160–110 ppm) region.
c Average NMR observability of 13C nuclei determined using the method of

Smernik and Oades (2000a). Uncertainty in Cobs values estimated to be ±10% for CP
and ±15% for DP (Smernik and Oades, 2000a).

Table 2
Change in the chemical shift of sorbed 13Cbenzene relative to neat benzene (Dd) for
charcoals produced in the HTT range 200–1000 �C.

HTTa (�C) Ddb (ppm)

CP DP

200 �0.30 0.02
250 �0.00 �0.37
275 �0.13 �0.31
300 �0.45 �0.38
350 �0.44 �0.58
400 �1.00 �0.82
500 �2.04 �1.94
600 �3.37 �3.36
700 �5.70 �5.65
800 �7.62 �7.54
900 �9.09 �9.38

1000 �10.13 �10.00

a HTT – heat treatment temperature.
b Difference between chemical shift of sorbed 13Cbenzene and neat 13Cbenzene

(Dd = dsorbedspecies – dneatliquid).
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3.3. The size of condensed aromatic domains can be estimated fromDd
values using ab initio molecular modelling calculations

The magnitude of the ring currents that we have used to gauge
the degree of aromatic condensation can be predicted at points in
space in the vicinity of condensed aromatic structures using ab ini-
tio molecular modelling. This provides nucleus independent chem-
ical shift (NICS) values, which have been used extensively in
studies of the aromaticity of conjugated cyclic systems (Schleyer
et al., 1996, 2001; Moran et al., 2003). Ab initio molecular model-
ling was also used to determine that the likely separation between
aromatic surfaces and sorbed benzene molecules is approximately
4 Å. This was achieved by finding the energy minimum of a system
consisting of one molecule of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
hexabenzylcoronene (see Supplementary material (S2) for the
chemical structure of hexabenzylcoronene) and one molecule of
benzene. The calculations were carried using the same level of the-
ory as used by Moran et al. (2003). A slightly smaller separation of
approximately 3.5 Å has been determined experimentally for ben-
zene sorbed to graphite (Fisher and Blochl, 1993). On this basis, we
suggest that calculated NICS values 4 Å above the plane of model
condensed aromatic molecules should reflect the Dd values for
benzene molecules sorbed to such domains present in charcoal.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we also show NICS values 5 Å above the plane to
demonstrate the likely sensitivity of Dd values to molecule-surface
separation.

Fig. 4 shows the predicted Dd values for molecules sorbed above
the centre of linear PAH molecules containing 1–10 rings. At a sep-

aration of 4 Å, Dd becomes more negative steadily to a value of
around �2 ppm for a linear PAH with six rings; there is little fur-
ther increase in the magnitude of Dd for larger linear PAH
molecules.

Fig. 5 shows the predicted Dd values for molecules sorbed above
the centre of PAH molecules containing 1–19 rings in the most
clustered arrangement possible (see Supplementary material for
full structures, S2). In general, at a separation of 4 Å, Dd becomes
more negative with increasing numbers of fused rings, but the pro-
gression is not smooth. In particular, Dd appears anomalously neg-
ative (��3 ppm) for the 7 ring PAH. This corresponds to the
symmetrical compound coronene (approximate domain size
7.4 Å). For PAH molecules containing 7–14 rings, Dd remains in
the range �2 to �3 ppm. There is then a steady increase in the
magnitude of Dd with an increasing number of rings up to the next
symmetrical molecule, which contains 19 rings (approximate do-
main size 11.4 Å), for which Dd is approximately �5 ppm.

These calculations indicate that Dd values of between 0 and
�2 ppm for the thermosequence charcoals produced at tempera-
tures < 500 �C are consistent with the presence of condensed aro-
matic domains no larger than coronene. At higher temperatures
there appears to be a rapid increase in the size of aromatic domains,
with structures larger than the 19 ring PAH abundant in charcoal
produced at temperatures of 700 �C and above.

The size of the condensed domains derived from NICS calcula-
tions are not quite consistent with XRD measurements of crystal-
lites within chars produced from coals at the higher HTT range
(Lu et al., 2000). The XRD measurements made by Lu et al.

Fig. 3. Plot of % aromatic C (as determined from integration of DP spectra) versus -Dd (DP) for the charcoal thermosquence with HTT from 200–1000 �C. Note that HTT
800–1000 �C charcoals are assumed to be 100% aromatic, based on the fact that no non-aromatic C was detected for the 700 �C charcoal.

Fig. 4. Predicted Dd values for molecules sorbed above the centre of linear polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules containing 1–10 rings.
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(2000) indicate that the crystallite sizes of chars produced in the
temperature range from 900–1500 �C are 7.8–10 Å, similar to our
measurements for coronene and hexabenzylcoronene (7.4 and
11.4 Å, respectively) which are expected to represent domain sizes
for charcoals produced at temperatures of 500–700 �C.

3.4. The Dd values for the thermosequence have potential as a
calibration scale for estimating HTT for BC produced at unknown
temperatures

The Dd measurements on this series of charcoals have the char-
acteristics that make them suitable as a calibration set for inter-
preting Dd measurements made on other charcoals, including
those produced under less controlled conditions, including pyroly-
sis units of various designs and degrees of sophistication, and char-
coals produced in wildfires. In particular, Dd increases smoothly
and monotonically through the temperature range 300–1000 �C
(Fig. 3). This implies (i) that there are smooth changes in aromatic
condensation of charcoals with temperature and (ii) that the Dd
parameter can accurately capture these at a resolution smaller
than the 100 �C step of this thermosequence.

It should be noted that heating time also influences the progress
of charring and this would need to be considered when using the
thermosequence data as a calibration scale. For example, Alexis
et al. (2010) reported that litter subjected to peak temperatures
as high as 650 �C in a natural fire contained substantial non-
aromatic C, in contrast to our finding of minimal non-aromatic C
for charcoals produced at 400 �C and hotter. This is most likely ex-
plained by the short period of peak temperature in a natural fire
and the thermal insulation provided by the litter itself. Another
consideration is that the nature of the biomass may also influence
the degree of aromatic condensation achieved at a given HTT. We
are currently exploring this aspect.

The potential for measurements made on thermosequence
charcoals being used as a calibration scale for estimating HTT of
natural chars has been raised previously (Brown et al., 2006). He-
lium based solid density and electrical resistivity were identified
as the techniques having the best potential. For both techniques,
the derived parameters exhibited a monotonic relationship with
HTT and were insensitive to heating rate. Measurement of Dd has
an advantage over these techniques, in that helium based solid
density and electrical resistivity appear to have a smaller range
of high sensitivity to HTT (�600–800 �C) than Dd (400–1000 �C).
Another advantage of Dd is that it is not affected by the presence
of ash (inorganic material), which is a significant component of
many natural and produced BC materials. Non-ionic molecules
such as benzene have a very strong affinity for BC, and will there-
fore partition almost exclusively into this component in preference

to the ash. On the other hand, helium based solid density and elec-
trical resistivity measurement would likely reflect an average of
values for BC and ash components.

3.5. Aromaticity and Dd values are consistent with BPCA analyses of
the wood charcoal thermosequence

This charcoal thermosequence has previously been analysed
using the BPCA molecular marker method (Schneider et al., 2010,
2011). This analysis provides two parameters that are comparable
to the two NMR parameters discussed above; the BPCA-C yield (g/
kg OC) is comparable to the NMR measurement of percent aro-
matic C and the relative proportion of B6CA is comparable to the
NMR measurement of Dd.

Fig. 6 shows that there are similar trends for total BPCA-C yield
(g/kg OC) and NMR determined charcoal aromaticity up to a HTT of
700 �C. At higher temperatures, total BPCA-C (g/kg OC) values be-
gin to decrease, most likely due to larger condensed aromatic
structures becoming more resistant to nitric acid oxidation. For
charcoals produced at HTTs in the range 400–1000 �C, 20–24% of
the aromatic C within the sample is recovered as BPCA markers
and at lower temperatures the recoveries are lower.

Fig. 7 shows there is also a general correlation between the rel-
ative proportion of B6CA and Dd. However, the relative proportion
of B6CA is more linearly related to HTT than Dd is. It is also clear
that the BC6A-derived value varies less smoothly with HTT, which
probably reflects a lower precision than is possible with Dd
measurements.

4. Conclusions

Aromaticity for a thermosequence of charcoals produced at
temperatures ranging from 200–1000 �C increased rapidly through
the low temperature range, reaching >89% by a HTT of 400 �C. The
proportion of aromatic C detected was similar for both CP and DP
techniques for all charcoals, despite the much lower CP observabil-
ity of C for charcoals produced at temperatures of 300 �C and
above. This suggests that measurement of aromaticity of charcoals
using CP does not introduce a large bias. However, it should be
noted that where charcoal and uncharred biomass are present in
one sample, the low CP observability of the charcoal will result
in substantial under representation of charcoal signal in the CP
spectrum.

Aromatic condensation measured by the ring current tech-
nique was low and varied little with changes in charcoal chemis-
try in the lower temperature range up to 400 �C, after which it
steadily increased up to a HTT of 1000 �C. This confirms that there
are two distinct phases in charcoal formation, first an increase in

Fig. 5. Predicted Dd values for molecules sorbed above the centre of clustered polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules containing 1–19 rings.
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aromaticity, followed by a structural rearrangement in which the
aromatic domains become larger.

By comparing the measured Dd values for the thermose-
quence charcoals with NICS values calculated using ab initio
molecular modelling we were able to estimate the size of aro-
matic domains present in chars produced at different tempera-
tures. The Dd values of between 0 and �2 ppm for the
thermosequence charcoals produced at temperatures < 500 �C
are consistent with the presence of condensed aromatic domains
no larger than coronene, which contains seven fused aromatic
rings. Charcoals produced at HTTs in the range 500–700 �C, ap-
pear to contain aromatic domains no larger than the 13 ring
PAH hexabenzylcoronene. Aromatic domains in charcoals pro-
duced at HTTs > 700 �C appear to be considerably larger than
this.

The comparison of our measurements with the already pub-
lished BPCA results (Schneider et al., 2011) show a close relation-
ship between NMR determined aromatic C content and total
yield of BPCA carbon up to a HTT of 700 �C, after which BPCA-C
yield per aromatic C appears to decrease. Furthermore, there is also
a close relationship between the relative amount of B6CA as a pro-
portion of total BPCA yield and Dd values, both of which increase in
magnitude with increasing HTT. This means either technique (NMR
or BCPA) can be used with confidence to determine these two as-
pects of charcoal chemistry. In practice, which technique is used
by an individual researcher is likely to be based on their relative
cost and availability.
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Supplementary Material 

S1: Quantification of aromatic signal from solid-state 13C NMR spectra using 

deconvolution for chars produced at temperatures between 275°C and 600°C 

Spectra of chars produced between 275°C and 600°C were re-transformed with 

zero-filling to 2048 data points and the region from 300 ppm to -100 ppm was 

digitized to produce a set of 804 data points of relative spectral intensity versus 

chemical shift and entered into Microsoft Excel. Deconvolution involved fitting 

each spectrum as the sum of multiple peaks of Gaussian shape, with each peak 

defined by its position, intensity and linewidth. The number of fitted peaks varied, 

being larger for the lower temperature chars that had more complex spectra. The 

initial position, intensity and linewidth of each peak were approximated by eye. 

The quality of the fit was quantified as the sum of the squares of residuals, i.e. by 

summing the square of the difference in intensity between the experimental 

spectrum and the fitted spectrum for each point. The Solver routine within Excel 

was then used to minimise this residual by varying the position, intensity and 

linewidth of each fitted peak, subject to the following constraints: (i) all fitted 

peaks are non-negative; (ii) the position of spinning sidebands (SSBs) is fixed by 

the position of the central band and the MAS rate and (iii) the linewidth of SSBs is 

the same as that of the central band. Fitted peaks were integrated and are 

expressed as a percentage of the sum of the integrated intensities of all peaks. 

Aromatic intensity was determined as the sum of integrated signal of fitted peaks 

whose fitted position is in the range 110-165 ppm, along with associated SSBs. 

Tables S1 and S2 show examples of the deconvolution results for CP and DP 

spectra of the charcoals with HTT 300° and 500°C. Figures S1-S4 show examples of 

the fitted spectra (for CP spectra of HTT 300°C and 500°C spectra). 
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Table S1: Results of deconvolution for 350°C charcoal  

Chemical shift 

(ppm) 

Peak width 

(ppm) 

Relative Intensity 

(% of total) 

Assignment 

CP DP CP DP CP DP  

255 252 14.4 15.4 1.4 1.7 Aryl SSB 

192 190 14.4 15.4 15.5 17.5 Aryl SSB 

152 153 7.4 7.4 6.2 4.7 O-aryl 

129 129 14.4 15.4 43.8 52.1 Aryl 

84 87 10.0 3.9 2.8 0.5 O-alkyl 

65 67 14.4 15.4 11.2 10.5 Aryl SSB 

57  2.5  0.8  Methoxyl 

35 40 21.0 21.8 16.5 9.7 Alkyl 

16 16 4.6 5.9 1.9 1.8 Alkyl 

 5  15.4  1.5 Aryl SSB 

 

Table S2: Results of deconvolution for 500°C charcoal  

Chemical shift 

(ppm) 

Peak width 

(ppm) 

Relative Intensity 

(% of total) 

Assignment 

CP DP CP DP CP DP  

260 259 8.6 9.1 1.8 1.5 Aryl SSB 

194 194 8.6 9.1 16.4 17.3 Aryl SSB 

151 152 7.5 6.2 7.2 6.4 O-aryl 

128 128 8.6 9.1 52.7 60.0 Aryl 

62 63 8.6 9.1 14.1 11.7 Aryl SSB 

38 37 5.8 4.3 3.1 0.9 Alkyl 

19  5.6  1.3  Alkyl 

-4 -3 8.6 9.1 3.4 2.1 Aryl SSB 
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Figure S1: 300°C charcoal CP spectrum showing fitted deconvolution components 

 

 

Figure S2: 300°C charcoal CP spectrum and fitted spectrum from deconvolution 
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Figure S3: 500°C charcoal CP spectrum showing fitted deconvolution components 

 

 

Figure S4: 500°C charcoal CP spectrum and fitted spectrum from deconvolution 
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S2: PAH Cluster Arrangements 

benzene naphthalene N3 N4 

 
 

 
 

N5 N6 N7 (coronene) N8 
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Abstract 

Two solid-state 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopic techniques 

have been used to evaluate the carbon chemistry of twenty-six biochars produced 

from eleven different feedstocks at production temperatures ranging from 350 to 

600°C. These NMR techniques provide measures of a) the proportion of detected 

signal that could be identified as coming from C in aromatic rings (i.e. biochar 

aromaticity) and b) the relative size and purity of the aromatic ring structures 

(i.e. aromatic condensation). Both of these measures increased with increasing 

production temperatures, regardless of the feedstock source. However, there were 

critical differences in these two measures for biochars produced at the same 

temperature but from different feedstocks. In particular, woody, mineral-poor 

feedstocks produced more aromatically-condensed biochars than mineral-rich, 

waste material feedstocks. The results from this study demonstrate how the 

combination of feedstock composition and production temperature influences the 

composition of aromatic domains in biochars, which in turn is likely to be related 

to their recalcitrance and ultimately their carbon sequestration value. 

 

Introduction 

The term biochar refers to carbon-rich materials purposely produced through the 

process of pyrolysis of waste organic feedstock (Lehmann and Joseph, 2009). Over 

the past decade, there has been much interest in biochar as a sustainable means 

to sequester atmospheric carbon, improve soil fertility, reduce greenhouse gas 
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emissions and improve waste management (Glaser et al., 2002; Lehmann and 

Joseph, 2009; Woolf et al., 2010). The carbon sequestration potential of biochar 

can be attributed to its recalcitrant nature and hence long turnover time in soils 

(Forbes et al., 2006). However, several studies have questioned this longevity by 

providing examples where turnover times in soil are relatively short (Bird et al., 

1999; Hilscher and Knicker, 2011; Nguyen et al., 2008). Therefore, in order for 

biochar to be used as a carbon sequestration tool as part of a global carbon 

trading scheme, reliable and cost-effective methods need to be developed that can 

predict and verify the stability of a range of biochars that vary in feedstock and 

types of production. Currently, mean residence times (MRT) from long-term 

incubation experiments (Singh and Cowie, 2010) are the only data available that 

gives a direct measure of the relative differences that feedstock and production 

temperature can impart on biochar stability. However, such data, which requires 

months to years to obtain, is consequently rare. We propose that the NMR 

techniques discussed in this paper can be developed as a fast and cost-effective 

way of predicting the relative stabilities of biochars. 

 

Biochar is not a unique material in the chemical sense, but rather a range of 

materials that differ as a consequence of several factors including feedstock 

composition, highest heating temperature and pyrolysis duration (Czimczik and 

Masiello, 2007; Glaser et al., 2002). As a consequence, the chemical composition 

and physical structure of different biochars are also expected to vary 
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considerably. However, all biochars are to a greater or lesser degree composed of 

condensed aromatic ring structures. These structures become larger and more 

pure with increasing production temperature (Preston and Schmidt, 2006).  

 

Variability among biochars can have a significant effect on their role and fate in 

soils, and, most importantly, has been reported to influence their chemical 

stability in soils (Krull et al., 2009). Hamer et al. (2004) observed that maize and 

rye biochars were mineralised more rapidly than wood biochar. This difference 

was attributed to wood biochar having a greater aromatic C content. Nguyen and 

Lehman (2009) reported effects of both feedstock and production temperature of 

biochar on its mineralization. They found that mineralization significantly 

decreased at higher production temperatures for corn biochars but found no 

change in mineralization rates for oak biochars (Nguyen and Lehmann, 2009). 

Similarly, Baldock and Smernik (2002) reported that the rate of biochar 

mineralisation decreased with increasing production temperature for pine 

biochar. This was attributed to biochars produced at lower temperatures 

containing less aromatic C. 

 

The effects of feedstock and production temperatures on biochar properties can be 

quite complex. Ascough et al. (2008) reported that as biochars reach production 

temperatures of 600°C, their structures become increasingly similar and 

independent of the feedstock, as determined using solid-state 13C NMR CP 
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experiments. This is consistent with a model of char evolution developed by 

Keiluweit et al. (2010) in which differences in the chemical composition of chars 

produced from different feedstocks are lost during an early transition stage but 

differences in physical structure remain through later stages. It is also consistent 

with our recent finding of two distinct phases in charcoal formation: first an 

increase in aromaticity, which is followed by a structural rearrangement creating 

condensed aromatic structures (McBeath et al., 2011).  

 

Biochar production processes also vary widely in terms of pressure, oxygen levels, 

duration and efficiency. Recently, Brewer et al. (2011) characterised seventeen 

biochars produced from corn stover, switchgrass and wood feedstocks by slow 

pyrolysis, fast pyrolysis and gasification conditions. They reported that biochars 

produced from fast pyrolysis and gasification were physically and chemically 

different from biochars produced by slow pyrolysis. 

 

The development of analytical techniques sensitive to differences in the organic 

composition of biochar is not only important for predicting biochar properties (and 

especially resistance to decomposition) but would also enable better 

interpretation of existing published data. Our current knowledge of biochar fate 

and behaviour is based on experiments involving many different biochars 

produced across a wide range of production temperatures and from a variety of 

feedstocks. Until now it has been very difficult to compare findings across such 
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studies and interpret how differences in biochar composition may have influenced 

results.  

 

In this study, we investigate a set of biochars produced from various feedstocks at 

a range of production temperatures and under differing pyrolysis conditions. Two 

different solid-state 13C NMR spectroscopic techniques are used in order to 

measure the aromaticity and the aromatic condensation of the biochars. The main 

aim is to determine how well each technique can detect the expected differences 

in these biochars.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Biochar feedstock 

Twenty-six biochar samples were investigated in this study, sourced from three 

different pyrolysis plants. Further details, including feedstock source, production 

conditions and production temperature, are detailed in Results and Discussion, 

Table 1. 

 

Carbon content 

Carbon content was determined using a dry combustion CHN analyser (Carlo 

Erba Model 1106).  
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Table 1. Properties of Biochars 

Sample ID Sample Feedstock Production 
Temperature (°C) 

Pyrolysis Process C content (%) 

Wood Feedstock     

09/B17 oak 350 b 71.3 
09/B18 oak 450 b 82.0 
09/B22 pine 450 b 79.1 
09/B23 pine 550 b 85.3 
09/B14 hazelnut shell 350 b 72.2 
09/B15 hazelnut shell 450 b 76.6 
09/B16 hazelnut shell 550 b 83.8 

Grass Feedstock     

09/B06 corn stalks 400 b 64.5 
09/B07 corn stalks 500 b 66.1 
09/B08 corn stalks 600 b 67.8 
09/B01 soybean 500 a 60.2 
09/B02 switchgrass 500 a 60.2 
09/B24 bamboo 400 c 68.1 
09/B25 bamboo 500 c 70.2 
09/B26 bamboo 600 c 74.3 

Manure Feedstock     

09/B03 bull manure + sawdust 400 b 68.6 
09/B04 bull manure + sawdust 500 b 72.8 
09/B05 bull manure + sawdust 600 b 74.2 
09/B09 dairy manure + ricehulls 400 b 65.9 
09/B10 dairy manure + ricehulls 600 b 73.2 

Waste Feedstock     

09/B11 food waste 400 b 48.0 
09/B12 food waste 500 b 53.8 
09/B13 food waste 600 b 28.4 

Mill Waste Feedstock     

09/B19 papermill waste 400 b 20.6 
09/B20 papermill waste 500 b 19.3 
09/B21 papermill waste 600 b 18.5 

a  Fast pyrolysis process as described in Boateng et al. (2007). 
b  Slow pyrolysis (Daisy Reactor, Best Energies, Inc., Cashton, WI, USA), process as described in 

(Nguyen and Lehmann, 2009). 
c  Slow pyrolysis (Hangzhou Sustainable Food and Fuel Enterprise, China). 
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Solid-state 13C NMR spectroscopy 

Solid-state 13C magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra were obtained at a 

frequency of 100.6 MHz on a Varian Unity INOVA 400 NMR spectrometer. 

Samples were packed in 7-mm diameter cylindrical zirconia rotors with Kel-F 

rotor end-caps and spun at the “magic angle” (54.7°) at 6500 ± 100 Hz in a Doty 

Scientific supersonic MAS probe. Free induction decays (FIDs) were acquired with 

a sweep width of 50 kHz; 1216 data points were collected over an acquisition time 

of 12 ms. All spectra were zero-filled to 8192 data points and processed with a 

50-Hz Lorentzian line broadening and a 0.010-s Gaussian broadening. Chemical 

shifts were externally referenced to the methyl resonance of hexamethylbenzene 

at 17.36 ppm. Cross polarization (CP) spectra represent the accumulation of 4000 

scans and were acquired using a 90° 1H pulse of 5-6 s duration, a 1-ms contact 

time and a 1-s recycle delay. Direct polarization (DP) spectra represent the 

accumulation of 500-1000 scans and were acquired using a 90° 13C pulse of 5-10 

s duration and a 90-s recycle delay. Spin counting was carried out using the 

method of Smernik and Oades (2000a,b). Glycine (AR grade, Ajax Chemicals) was 

used as the external reference for spin counting, i.e. the glycine spectrum was 

acquired separately to those of the samples. The percentage of total signal due to 

non-aromatic signal in the 10-50 ppm chemical shift range was determined by 

integration of both CP and DP spectra and subtracted from 100% to provide an 

index of aromaticity as described in the Results section. 
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Aromatic condensation of biochars was measured using the method of McBeath 

and Smernik (2009). This technique utilises the upfield movement in the chemical 

shift of a probe molecule (13C-benzene) that occurs when it is sorbed to a solid 

such as biochar that contains aromatic structures capable of sustaining ring 

currents. We denote this shift as Δδ (Δδ = δsorbed benzene − δneat benzene). For larger and 

more pure (i.e. more condensed) aromatic structures, Δδ becomes increasingly 

negative as the ring currents increase in strength. Aliquots of each biochar 

sample (200 mg) were placed in 2 mL glass vials with PTFE-lined screw caps. 

Neat 13C-labeled benzene (ca. 10 μL) from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc. 

(Andover, Massachusetts), was added using a micropipette and the samples were 

shaken for 1 minute and stored at room temperature until analysed. Samples 

were analysed using solid-state 13C CP NMR spectroscopy. Spectra were acquired 

using the same acquisition conditions described above but since far fewer scans 

(16-128) were required, acquisition times were very short (<5 minutes). 

 

Results 

Solid-state 13C CP and DP NMR spectra of the twenty-six biochars are shown in 

Figures 1a, 1b and 1c. Nearly all of the spectra are dominated by the aromatic 

peak centred at around 130 ppm, which becomes increasingly dominant with 

increasing temperature. The predominance of aromatic C is consistent with 

numerous previously reported 13C NMR spectra of biochars (Ascough et al., 2008; 
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Baldock and Smernik, 2002; Czimczik et al., 2002; David et al., 2009; Krull et al., 

2009; McBeath and Smernik, 2009; Nguyen et al., 2010; Pastorova et al., 1994).  

 

 

Figure 1a. Solid-state 13C CP and DP NMR spectra of biochars produced from wood feedstocks at 

production temperatures between 350°C and 550°C (Table 1). Asterisks (*) mark the position of 

spinning sidebands (SSBs) associated with the aromatic peak at 130 ppm. Note that the high-field SSB 

(ca. 65 ppm) may overlap with O-alkyl signal at the same chemical shift. 
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Figure 1b. Solid-state 13C CP and DP NMR spectra of biochars produced from grass feedstocks at 

production temperatures between 400°C and 600°C (Table 1). Asterisks (*) mark the position of 

spinning sidebands (SSBs) associated with the aromatic peak at 130 ppm. Note that the high-field SSB 

(ca. 65 ppm) may overlap with O-alkyl signal at the same chemical shift. 
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Figure 1c. Solid-state 13C CP and DP NMR spectra of biochars produced from waste material 

feedstocks at production temperatures between 400°C and 600°C (Table 1). Asterisks (*) mark the 

position of spinning sidebands (SSBs) associated with the aromatic peak at 130 ppm. Note that the high-

field SSB (ca. 65 ppm) may overlap with O-alkyl signal at the same chemical shift. 
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The spectra also contain prominent spinning sidebands (SSBs) associated with 

the aromatic peak (marked with an asterisk in Figs. 1a, 1b and 1c). First order 

SSBs appear at around 65 ppm and 205 ppm, while smaller second order SSBs 

appear at around 0 ppm and 260 ppm. A third order SSB is visible at around -65 

ppm for the 400°C bamboo biochar. These spectral artifacts occur when the rate of 

magic angle spinning (MAS) is less than the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) for a 

given resonance and could not be avoided due to practical limitations with our 

spectrometer set-up (400 MHz spectrometer with 7 mm rotors that have a 

maximum spinning speed of 6.5 kHz). The presence of these prominent SSBs 

compromised the quantification of the aromaticity of the biochars (see below). 

Besides the aromatic peak at 130 ppm and its associated SSBs, the next most 

common signals appear in the alkyl region, with most spectra containing two 

broad signals at around 15 ppm and 35 ppm. The former can be identified as due 

to methyl (CH3) and the latter mostly due to methylene (CH2) carbon. The 

broadness of these peaks and their similar sizes suggests the majority of alkyl C 

is present in short side-chains attached to, or bridges between, aromatic 

structures (Czimczik et al., 2002; Knicker et al., 2008). The alkyl signal for the 

400°C food waste biochar (Fig. 1c) is exceptional in that it is larger, sharper and 

dominated by the CH2 resonance, indicating the presence of considerable long-

chain alkyl groups, such as are found in fatty acids. 
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Two of the lower temperature biochars – 400°C papermill waste and 350°C oak 

wood (Fig. 1a and Fig. 1c) – contain several clear and sharp peaks in the 55-110 

ppm range, which can be attributed to carbohydrates. Similar spectra have been 

reported at the low temperature end of charcoal thermosequences (Ascough et al., 

2008; Baldock and Smernik, 2002; David et al., 2009; Freitas et al., 1999; Krull et 

al., 2009; McBeath and Smernik, 2009; McBeath et al., 2011; Pastorova et al., 

1994) and indicate the presence of thermally untransformed or incompletely 

transformed biomass. The 13C DP NMR spectra of the papermill waste biochars 

(Fig. 1c) produced at all three temperatures (400°C, 500°C and 600°C) each 

contain a sharp peak at 169 ppm. This peak is not detected in the corresponding 

CP spectra and can be attributed to carbonate, which is a common component of 

papermill waste (van Zwieten et al., 2010). The absence of this peak from the CP 

spectra can be attributed to the lack of 1H nuclei close to the 13C nuclei in 

carbonate minerals, which are required for cross polarization to occur. 

 

There are some other differences between corresponding CP and DP spectra. The 

broad alkyl signals at around 15 ppm and 35 ppm as well as the carbohydrate 

signal (in the 55-110 ppm range) tend to be larger in the CP spectra. This 

indicates that alkyl and carbohydrate C are detected with greater efficiency than 

aromatic C by CP (McBeath et al., 2011). 
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Table 2. NMR properties of Biochars 

Sample 
Aromaticity Index Cobs (%) -Δδ (ppm) 

CP DP CP DP  

Wood Feedstock     

Oak 350 * * 51 99 0.5 

Oak 450 92.7 92.5 47 101 1.3 

Pine 450 89.2 92.7 44 97 1.3 

Pine 550 94.5 95.1 61 107 2.2 

Hazelnut shells 350 85.4 88.4 48 101 0.6 

Hazelnut shells 450 88.4 92.8 47 103 1.3 

Hazelnut shells 550 94.8 95.5 54 100 1.7 

Grass Feedstock     

Corn stalks 400 81.8 86 52 113 0.7 
Corn stalks 500 92.6 96.6 44 93 1.4 
Corn stalks 600 * 94.3 33 87 2.8 
Soybean 500 84.4 87.8 45 91 0.2 
Switchgass 500 83.9 88.4 33 49 0.9 
Bamboo 400 91.3 95 29 60 1.5 
Bamboo 500 90.6 90.8 41 77 1.4 
Bamboo 600 * 94 8 53 4.6 

Manure Feedstock     

Bull manure 400 86 90.1 39 105 0.4 
Bull manure 500 93.6 95 46 95 0.9 
Bull manure 600 95.7 94.6 32 75 1.5 
Dairy manure 400 85.7 89.9 43 98 0.7 
Dairy manure 600 95.4 99.2 51 87 2.1 

Organic Waste Feedstock     

Food waste 400 79.7 80.7 40 81 -0.2 
Food waste 500 80.2 85.8 35 81 0.2 
Food waste 600 * 97.8 5 97 1.5 

Mill Waste Feedstock     

Papermill 400 * * 39 62 0.3 
Papermill 500 * * 34 97 1.2 
Papermill 600 * * 28 68 2.7 

* no value given due to difficulties in  integrating  13C NMR spectra. 
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While comparisons of the relative strength of signals between CP and DP spectra 

provide information about the relative detection efficiency of the two techniques 

for various C types, the overall detection efficiency is best determined by spin 

counting (Smernik and Oades, 2000a; Smernik and Oades, 2000b). The 

observability of C (Cobs) in the biochars, determined in this way, is shown in Table 

2. Generally observability for the DP spectra (Cobs-DP >49%) was higher than for 

the CP spectra (Cobs-CP <61%). This can be partly attributed to the low 1H content 

of the condensed aromatic units that form the bulk of the biochars’ molecular 

structure. This low concentration of 1H nuclei reduces the efficiency of 

magnetisation transfer (cross polarisation), especially for 13C nuclei more than 

three bonds removed from nearest 1H neighbours (remotely protonated 13C 

nuclei). Furthermore, a high free radical content, especially for biochars produced 

in the 400-600°C range where free radical content is maximised (Emmerich et al., 

1991), also interferes with CP observability of biochars (Freitas et al., 1999; Krull 

et al., 2009; Smernik et al., 2002a; Smernik et al., 2002b). Paramagnetic and 

ferromagnetic minerals can also affect NMR observability of charred materials 

(Freitas et al., 2002). The presence of these minerals is likely to be the cause of 

the very low CP observability for the 600°C bamboo biochar (Cobs-CP = 8%) and 

the 600°C foodwaste biochar (Cobs-CP = 5%). The very low observability for these 

biochars explains why their CP spectra are very poor in terms of signal-to-noise 

ratio (Fig. 1b and 1c). 
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A key measure of biochar composition is its aromaticity, i.e. the proportion of the 

carbon in the material that is aromatic. However, quantification of aromaticity 

from the 13C NMR spectra of these biochars is compromised by two main factors: 

(i) the presence of the large SSBs that overlap with non-aromatic signal; and (ii) 

the low CP observability for all of the biochars and the low DP observability for a 

minority of the biochars. In addition, the aromatic peak and its SSBs are 

relatively broad making overlap between aromatic and non-aromatic signal 

inevitable. Finally, the low NMR observability for some of the spectra means 

signal-to-noise ratios are low and this reduces the reliability of integration.  

 

Under these circumstances, we can provide only an approximate index of 

aromaticity and only for a subset of the biochars (Table 2). These values were 

determined by integrating the alkyl C region that is not compromised by SSBs 

(10-50 ppm) and subtracting this value from 100. Clearly this is only appropriate 

for the biochars for which alkyl C is the only type of non-aromatic C detected. 

Therefore the 400°C papermill waste and 350°C oak wood biochars are excluded 

because they contain peaks other than alkyl or aromatic C (i.e. carbonate and 

carbohydrate C). Also excluded are the food waste 600°C, the papermill waste 

500°C and 600°C and the bamboo 600°C biochar CP spectra due to their poor 

signal-to-noise ratios.  
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The aromatic C index for the CP spectra is generally slightly lower than for the 

corresponding DP spectra, confirming that aromatic C is detected with lower 

efficiency than non-aromatic C in CP spectra, as discussed above. Generally, at 

production temperatures above 400°C, the aromatic C index is >80% (Table 2), 

and there is a consistent trend of increasing aromatic C index with increasing 

temperature (Fig. 2). There is also variation in aromatic C values between 

feedstock types, indicating that feedstock also has a significant influence on the 

chemical structure of biochar (Fig. 2).  

Fig. 2. Plot of aromaticity index versus production temperature for biochars produced by slow pyrolysis 

at Best Energies Inc. USA (Nguyen and Lehmann, 2009). 

 

A second measure of biochar chemistry is the degree of aromatic condensation, 

which refers to the size and purity of the fused aromatic structures. The degree of 

aromatic condensation of the twenty-six biochars was determined using the novel 
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“ring current” technique (McBeath and Smernik, 2009; McBeath et al., 2011) that 

measures the upfield movement in the chemical shift of a probe molecule 

(13C-benzene) when sorbed to charcoal; we denote this shift as Δδ (Δδ = 

δsorbed benzene − δneat benzene). For larger and more pure (i.e. more condensed) aromatic 

structures, Δδ becomes increasingly negative as the associated ring currents 

increase in strength. We showed in a previous study of a charcoal thermosequence 

that aromaticity was a quite insensitive measure of the changes in the chemical 

composition of char that occurred at temperatures >400°C, whereas aromatic 

condensation was sensitive to the changes that occurred in the temperature range 

400-1000°C (McBeath et al., 2011). 

 

There is substantial variation in Δδ values among the biochars (Fig. 3 and Table 

2). Importantly, there are substantial differences in Δδ values between biochars 

produced at the same temperature. However, within each series of biochars 

produced from the same feedstocks, Δδ decreases (becomes more negative) 

monotonically and in most cases quite linearly (Fig. 3) with increasing production 

temperatures. The exception to this is the biochars produced from grasses 

(cornstalks and bamboo), for which Δδ values differ little between the biochars 

produced at 400°C and 500°C, but are much more negative for the biochars 

produced at 600°C (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3. Plot of –Δδ versus production temperature for biochars produced by slow pyrolysis at Best 

Energies Inc. USA (Nguyen and Lehmann, 2009). 

 

Discussion 

The results of this study demonstrate that there is a clear relationship between 

production temperature and the chemical characteristics of aromaticity and 

aromatic condensation in biochar (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). Regardless of what feedstock or 

pyrolysis process is used, as production temperatures increase, both the 

aromaticity index and the degree of aromatic condensation increase. This is due 

to the progressive dehydration, decarbonylation and decarboxylation reactions as 

the poly-condensed aromatic structures are formed and polyaromatisation 

reactions (i.e. growth in the size of aromatic sheets) become dominant (Bourke et 

al., 2007; Nishimiya, 1998). 
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The majority of these biochars (oak, pine, hazelnut shells, corn stalks, bull 

manure, dairy manure, food waste and papermill waste) were produced at the 

same pyrolysis plant and under the same pyrolysis conditions (Table 1, pyrolysis 

process b), other than production temperature. Thus, we can make direct 

comparisons of the aromaticity index and aromatic condensation values between 

feedstocks.  

 

Figure 2. highlights the significant variation in aromaticity index values among 

biochars produced at the same temperature but from a different feedstock source. 

Woody feedstocks (oak and pine) tend to have the highest aromaticity index 

values. Oak has a greater aromaticity index value compared to pine which is more 

similar to that of the bull manure biochar. This is followed closely by hazelnut 

shell biochar. Of the mineral-rich feedstock biochars, corn stalks and dairy 

manure have a similar index of aromaticity. Foodwaste biochar has the lowest 

aromaticity index value. 

 

Similar trends are evident in the aromatic condensation of the biochars (Fig. 3.). 

Oak and pine biochars have the greatest degree of aromatic condensation, with 

minimal differences between the hardwood (oak) and the softwood (pine). This is 

consistent with other studies that have compared hardwood and softwood 

biochars (Ascough et al., 2008; Czimczik et al., 2002), which found the greatest 

variation in molecular structure at lower production temperatures (<300°C); as 
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production temperatures increased the biochars became more similar. Of the 

mineral-rich feedstock biochars, which include crop residues (cornstalks) and 

waste products (bull manure, dairy manure, papermill waste and food waste), 

cornstalk biochars had the greatest degree of aromatic condensation, although it 

was still lower than that of the woody feedstocks. Hazelnut shells and dairy waste 

produced the next most condensed biochars, while papermill waste, bull manure 

and foodwaste produced biochars with the lowest degree of aromatic 

condensation. As a consequence, food waste and papermill waste biochars 

produced at the higher temperatures have Δδ values similar to that of woody 

biochars produced at lower temperatures.  

 

Pyrolysis process conditions also play a role in the molecular structure of 

biochars. The soybean and switchgrass biochars were produced using a different 

pyrolysis method (fast pyrolysis). Compared with cornstalk biochars (i.e. a biochar 

produced from a similar biomass) produced at a similar production temperature, 

they are less condensed. This could be due to the shorter heat treatment time to 

that of the slow pyrolysis method. The bamboo biochars were produced using slow 

pyrolysis, but at a different pyrolysis plant (Table 1, pyrolysis process c) to that 

used for the majority of biochars (Table 1, pyrolysis process b). The 600°C bamboo 

biochar had the greatest degree of aromatic condensation of all the biochars 

studied. This may reflect differences in heat treatment time between the two slow 

pyrolysis plants, but may also be due to differences in starting biomass. 
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Unfortunately, we did not have biochars produced at the two plants from the 

same biomass. 

 

Across the set of biochars in this study, aromaticity index and aromatic 

condensation were strongly correlated (r2 = 0.79), and the relationship between 

these two parameters was quite linear (Fig. 4.).  

 

Figure 4. Plot of aromatic condensation (–Δδ) versus aromaticity index for biochars produced from 

various feedstocks.  

 

This indicates that aromaticity and aromatic condensation, although essentially 

independent measures, significantly co-vary for these biochars. As a result, both 

provide similar assessments of the carbonization process of biochar. Since Δδ is a 
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less expensive and more rapid measurement to the traditional CP NMR 

experiment, we suggest it should be the method of choice.  

 

The co-variation of aromaticity and aromatic condensation is in apparent contrast 

to our previous findings for a thermosequence of chars produced from one biomass 

(chestnut wood), for which we reported a rapid increase in aromaticity through a 

lower temperature range (200-400°C), followed by a steady increase in aromatic 

condensation through a higher temperature range (400-1000°C) (McBeath et al., 

2011). However, it should be noted that the production temperatures of the 

biochars in this study span the region where both measures are reasonably 

sensitive. Biochars produced from some feedstocks show slightly different 

relationships between aromaticity index and aromatic condensation. For example, 

the bull manure feedstock produces biochars that have a low degree of 

condensation relative to their aromaticity (i.e. they appear below the line of best 

fit in Fig. 4). Conversely, corn stalk, switchgrass and pine biochars have a high 

degree of condensation relative to their aromaticity (i.e. appear above the line of 

best fit in Fig. 4). These observations suggest that the pathway by which these 

aromatic structures are formed may differ slightly depending upon not only 

production variables such as production temperature but also upon feedstock 

properties, which range from mineral-poor woody materials to mineral-rich 

manures and crop residues. 
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Conclusions 

Our results demonstrate that two chemical properties, aromaticity and the 

condensation of these aromatic structures, are clearly influenced by production 

temperature and feedstock. Feedstocks with higher lignin contents, such as 

woody materials, were found to form more condensed aromatic structures and 

with a higher degree of aromaticity compared to biochars from mineral-rich 

feedstocks (e.g. crop residues) and waste materials (e.g. manures, food waste and 

papermill waste) produced at the same production temperature. The composition 

of the feedstock thus plays an important role in the chemical composition of the 

biochar and this is likely to have follow-on effects in the performance of biochar as 

a soil amendment and as a carbon sink.  

 

Since aromaticity and aromatic condensation were found to significantly co-vary 

for this set of biochars, one could surmise that making either measurement 

should suffice for the purposes of biochar characterization. Given this choice, the 

preference would be to measure aromatic condensation based on the much greater 

rapidity and therefore lower cost of Δδ determination.     
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CHAPTER 5 
A DEMONSTRATION OF THE HIGH VARIABILITY 

OF CHARS PRODUCED FROM WOOD IN BUSHFIRES 
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Abstract 

Vegetation fires play a major role in global C cycling through the addition of inert 

carbon (char) to the environment. The objective of this study was to compare and 

contrast the chemical composition of 53 natural chars collected from the soil 

surface six to thirty-years after a natural fire. In order to achieve this, we applied 

a recently-developed nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique that gauges 

the degree of aromatic condensation within chars. This was found to vary 

considerably among 4-5 char samples collected at each of eleven fire sites, despite 

efforts to sample only the most carbonized char from burnt-out tree stumps. This 

demonstrates that there is great degree of variability in the composition of the 

char produced in such fires, which is likely to be reflected in widely varying rates 

of char decomposition. This highlights a major difficulty in quantifying the effects 

of vegetation fires on global C cycling. Importantly, no differences could be 

discerned between chars of different ages, indicating that there aging of this type 

of char in this environment is slow on the decadal timescale. 

 
Introduction 

Char, produced through the incomplete combustion of plant biomass and litter 

during natural vegetation fires (variously referred to as bushfires or wildfires), 

has been identified as an important component of the stable soil organic pool and 

thus plays an important role in the global carbon cycle (Kuhlbusch and Crutzen, 

1995; Masiello and Druffel, 1998; Schmidt and Noack, 2000). The size of the 

global stable C pool represented by char is critically dependent on both the rate at 
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which char is produced and the rate at which it decomposes, both of which are 

difficult to estimate. 

 

Widely varying estimates of annual global char production have been reported.  

earlier studies suggested that biomass burning, on a global basis produces 500 to 

1700 Tg of charcoal year-1 (Seiler and Crutzen, 1980). More recent calculations 

estimate worldwide BC formation from biomass burning to range from 40 to 

241 Tg year-1 with much as 80% of this remaining as residues in soil (Kuhlbusch, 

1998; Schmidt and Noack, 2000).  

 

Estimating rates of char decomposition is even more difficult for at least three 

reasons. The first is the very stability of char: the decomposition of char is 

inevitably too slow to be accurately measured in lab incubations, since only a 

small proportion of char C is mineralized on practical timeframes of no more than 

a few years (Baldock and Smernik, 2002; Hamer et al., 2004; Liang et al., 2008; 

Shindo, 1991). A second problem is that char mineralization rates vary depending 

on environmental conditions, which vary worldwide. A third problem in 

estimating rates of char decomposition is that char is not a single material but 

rather a “spectrum” (Hammes et al., 2007) of materials that will vary in their 

susceptibility to decomposition. Therefore, a prerequisite to obtaining accurate 

estimates of char decomposition rates is to be able to identify the types of char 

produced in vegetation fires.  
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Fires occur in both grassland and forest ecosystems and char residues from the 

different vegetation types have been found to be chemically different (Hamer et 

al., 2004; Hilscher et al., 2009; Knicker et al., 2008; Nguyen and Lehmann, 2009). 

Furthermore the highly variable nature of fire produces charcoal with a variable 

degree of charring. In general, the concentration of oxygen at the time of burn 

determines the development of flaming or smouldering conditions which 

influences mass loss, C loss, aromatic C content and the isotopic composition of 

the residue char (Alexis et al., 2010). There is some evidence that size fractions of 

charcoal have characteristically distinct compositions, with larger charcoal 

particles forming more aromatic and less reactive surfaces to oxidation than 

smaller particles, suggesting that fine particles will be mineralised more rapidly 

than coarse char particles (Nocentini et al., 2010; Rumpel et al., 2007). 

 

Further improvements in understanding the variability in the composition of 

chars produced during vegetation fires requires the application of techniques 

specifically designed to be sensitive to these differences. Recently we have 

developed a simple and rapid technique for measuring aromatic condensation of 

chars, based on the change in the 13C NMR chemical shift (∆) experienced by 

benzene when it is sorbed to char (McBeath and Smernik, 2009; McBeath et al., 

2011) . This technique can clearly differentiate chars produced at temperature 

intervals of 50-100°C in a thermosequence of chars produced in the laboratory 

from chestnut wood (McBeath et al., 2011). 
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In this study, we apply our novel NMR technique to characterise fifty-three chars 

produced during natural vegetation fires. These chars were collected from eleven 

different sites that supported similar vegetation communities (open eucalypt 

forest). The chars were all from the remains of burnt-out tree trucks, which 

should represent the chars exposed to the hottest temperatures and longest 

heating times and therefore be the most resistant to decomposition. The time 

since the last fire year varied between six and thirty-two years. The aims of this 

study are: (i) to assess the variability of the most recalcitrant chars produced in 

forest fires by analysing 4-5 samples from eleven different sites; and (ii) to seek 

evidence of char aging on a decadal timescale by comparing chars that have been 

subjected to environmental conditions for between 6 and 32 years.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Study site and sampling 

Char samples were collected in 2010 from eleven sites in the southern Mount 

Lofty Ranges, approximately 15 km east of Adelaide, South Australia. All sites 

were within four bushland parks: two sites were within Belair National Park 

(35°0′47″S, 138°39′21″E), four sites were within Black Hill Conservation Park 

(34°52’29”S, 138°43’17”E), two sites were within Mark Oliphant Conservation 

Park (35°01’57.90”S, 138°42’19.23”E) and three sites were within Scott Creek 

Conservation Park (35°05’20.87”S, 138°41’38.58”E). These parks contain a range 
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of vegetation types including sclerophyll woodlands, open and grassy woodlands, 

and grasslands. The woodlands are dominated by different species of Eucalyptus 

(Paton et al., 2000) and the grasslands are dominated by species of Austrostipa 

and Austrodanthonia (Poaceae), and Lomandra (Liliaceae) (Moore, 1970). The 

climate is Mediterranean, i.e. characterized by hot dry summers and cool, wet 

winters. Most fires occur in the summer and have both anthropogenic and natural 

causes.  

 

Detailed fire records were obtained from the Department of Environment and 

Heritage, South Australia and maps were extrapolated for sampling (see 

Supplementary material, S1a-S1d). From the fire records the year of the most 

recent fire at each site was determined to have occurred between 1978 and 2004, 

as detailed in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Year of most recent fire year at each sampling site 

Site Years 

Belair National Park 1978, 2004 

Black Hill Conservation Park 1978, 1994, 1998, 2004 

Mark Oliphant Conservation Park  1994, 2004 

Scott Creek Conservation Park 1978, 1984, 1988 

 

Several char samples were collected from burnt-out tree stumps at each site. A 

selection of 4-5 char samples from each of the eleven sites was air-dried for 24 

hours then gently ground to a coarse powder for analysis. Partially charred 
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particles were not selected and char produced from grass biomasses could not be 

identified. 

 

Elemental and isotopic analysis 

Carbon content (%C) and carbon stable isotope ratios (δ13C) were determined 

using an elemental analyser (Automated Nitrogen Carbon Analyser; ANCA-SL) 

interfaced with a SerCon 20-20 isotope ratio mass sepctometer (EA-IRMS). 

Samples were measured in duplicate and sample runs also included blanks and 

laboratory standards for calibration.  

 

Solid-state 13C CP NMR analysis 

Solid-state 13C cross polarization (CP) NMR spectra were obtained at a frequency 

of 100.6 MHz using a Varian Unity INOVA 400 NMR spectrometer. Samples were 

packed in 7-mm diameter cylindrical zirconia rotors with Kel-F rotor end-caps 

and spun at the “magic angle” (54.7°) at 6500 ± 100 Hz in a Doty Scientific 

supersonic MAS probe. Free induction decays (FIDs) were acquired with a sweep 

width of 50 kHz; 1216 data points were collected over an acquisition time of 15 

ms. All spectra were zero-filled to 8192 data points and processed with a 50-Hz 

Lorentzian line broadening and a 0.010-s Gaussian broadening. Chemical shifts 

were externally referenced to the methyl resonance of hexamethylbenzene at 

17.36 ppm. Spectra represent the accumulation of 4000 scans and were acquired 

using a 90° 1H pulse of 5-6 s duration, a 1-ms contact time and a 1-s recycle 
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delay. Spin counting was carried out using the method of Smernik and Oades 

(2000a,b). Glycine (AR grade, Ajax Chemicals) was used as the external reference 

for spin counting, i.e. the glycine spectrum was acquired separately to those of the 

samples.  

 

 Determination of aromatic condensation 

Aromatic condensation of the chars was determined using the method of McBeath 

et al. (2011). Briefly, aliquots of each char sample (200 mg) were placed in 2 mL 

glass vials with PTFE-lined screw caps. Neat 13C-labeled benzene (ca. 10 μL) from 

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc. (Andover, Massachusetts), was added using 

a micropipette and the samples were shaken for 1 minute and stored at room 

temperature until analysed. Samples were analysed using solid-state 13C CP 

NMR spectroscopy. Spectra were acquired using the same acquisition conditions 

described above but fewer scans (16-128) were required. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Carbon Content and Stable Isotope Ratio  

The carbon content of the chars range from 53.2% to 74.7% (Table 3). No 

consistent trend carbon content is apparent, with variation between chars 

collected at a single site just as great as variation between sites. The δ13C values 

of the chars ranged from -23.6 to -27.2‰. This is consistent with all chars being 
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derived from woody plants, which use the Calvin-Benson (C3) photosynthetic 

pathway.  

 

Aromatic Condensation of Bushfire Chars 

The char samples were primarily characterized using a novel nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) method that gauges the degree of condensation of their 

aromatic structures (McBeath and Smernik, 2009; McBeath et al., 2011). In this 

technique, the chemical shift of 13C-labelled benzene sorbed to the char is 

subtracted from the chemical shift of neat benzene (128.7 ppm). The resultant 

value, termed Δδ, varies depending of the strength of ring currents that are 

generated in aromatic structures when samples are placed in the magnetic field of 

the NMR spectrometer. The magnitude of Δδ has been shown to be very sensitive 

to char production temperature and to increase monotonically through the 

production temperature range 400 to 1000°C (McBeath et al., 2011). Note that Δδ 

is usually negative because the ring currents in char shift the sorbed 13C-benzene 

peak upfield, i.e. to lower ppm values.  
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Table 2. Carbon content, stable isotope ratio (δ13C), NMR observability of carbon (Cobs) and aromatic 

condensation (Δδ ) of the char samples.  

Sample Location Last Fire Year C Content (%) δ13C Cobs (%) -Δδ (ppm) 

78_BELAIR_01 Belair NP 1978 70.8 -25.7 - 1.1 
78_BELAIR_02 Belair NP 1978 64.1 -26.0 - 1.8 
78_BELAIR_03 Belair NP 1978 68.3 -26.6 23 1.9 
78_BELAIR_04 Belair NP 1978 60.8 -25.9 - 0.6 
78_BELAIR_05 Belair NP 1978 76.8 -25.3 31 3.0 
04_BELAIR_01 Belair NP 2004 73.7 -27.4 27 2.6 
04_BELAIR_03 Belair NP 2004 70.6 -26.9 - 1.9 
04_BELAIR_06 Belair NP 2004 74.2 -26.9 - 2.4 
04_BELAIR_07 Belair NP 2004 74.2 -26.4 - 2.5 
04_BELAIR_08 Belair NP 2004 73.6 -27.5 31 2.1 
       
78_BLACKHILL_01 Black Hill CP 1978 69.7 -27.4 31 2.1 
78_BLACKHILL_02 Black Hill CP 1978 72.9 -27.4 - 5.4 
78_BLACKHILL_03 Black Hill CP 1978 70.3 -26.2 30 2.6 
78_BLACKHILL_04 Black Hill CP 1978 73.6 -26.4 - 5.7 
78_BLACKHILL_05 Black Hill CP 1978 68.6 -26.5 - 2.0 
94_BLACKHILL_01 Black Hill CP 1994 75.7 -26.4 24 3.3 
94_BLACKHILL_02 Black Hill CP 1994 68.0 -26.2 - 2.1 
94_BLACKHILL_04 Black Hill CP 1994 74.8 -26.0 - 2.4 
94_BLACKHILL_05 Black Hill CP 1994 71.4 -26.6 30 1.3 
94_BLACKHILL_06 Black Hill CP 1994 61.1 -25.7 - 3.1 
98_BLACKHILL_01 Black Hill CP 1998 71.9 -24.9 - 2.3 
98_BLACKHILL_03 Black Hill CP 1998 65.2 -27.1 24 1.0 
98_BLACKHILL_05 Black Hill CP 1998 72.2 -27.1 - 2.5 
98_BLACKHILL_06 Black Hill CP 1998 64.2 -27.2 - 0.7 
98_BLACKHILL_07 Black Hill CP 1998 62.3 -26.6 31 0.1 
04_BLACKHILL_09 Black Hill CP 2004 69.2 -25.4 27 3.0 
04_BLACKHILL_10 Black Hill CP 2004 71.8 -26.0 - 1.9 
04_BLACKHILL_11 Black Hill CP 2004 74.7 -25.9 - 2.7 
04_BLACKHILL_12 Black Hill CP 2004 70.7 -27.4 26 0.6 
04_BLACKHILL_13 Black Hill CP 2004 58.3 -27.6 - 0.8 
       
94_OLIPHANT_03 Mark Oliphant CP 1994 53.2 -24.5 - 2.4 
94_OLIPHANT_04 Mark Oliphant CP 1994 73.0 -27.2 - 2.3 
94_OLIPHANT_05 Mark Oliphant CP 1994 74.2 -26.9 - 2.3 
94_OLIPHANT_07 Mark Oliphant CP 1994 68.8 -26.9 28 1.9 
94_OLIPHANT_08 Mark Oliphant CP 1994 54.1 -27.2 27 1.8 
04_OLIPHANT_01 Mark Oliphant CP 2004 65.7 -27.2 - 0.9 
04_OLIPHANT_03 Mark Oliphant CP 2004 70.5 -26.4 - 3.0 
04_OLIPHANT_05 Mark Oliphant CP 2004 67.5 -25.9 30 1.9 
04_OLIPHANT_06 Mark Oliphant CP 2004 69.6 -25.7 - 1.6 
04_OLIPHANT_07 Mark Oliphant CP 2004 68.3 -26.2 29 1.1 
       
78_SCOTT_01 Scott Creek CP 1978 68.4 -23.6 28 2.1 
78_SCOTT_02 Scott Creek CP 1978 65.6 -25.5 34 3.7 
78_SCOTT_03 Scott Creek CP 1978 69.7 -27.1 - 1.6 
78_SCOTT_04 Scott Creek CP 1978 61.9 -27.5 - 1.5 
84_SCOTT_01 Scott Creek CP 1984 63.2 -27.7 - 1.6 
84_SCOTT_02 Scott Creek CP 1984 67.5 -27.5 32 3.1 
84_SCOTT_03 Scott Creek CP 1984 62.6 -26.1 - 2.0 
84_SCOTT_04 Scott Creek CP 1984 61.8 -25.9 33 1.8 
88_SCOTT_01 Scott Creek CP 1988 65.3 -25.6 - 1.1 
88_SCOTT_02 Scott Creek CP 1988 61.7 -25.5 - 1.5 
88_SCOTT_04 Scott Creek CP 1988 61.7 -27.4 36 0.9 
88_SCOTT_05 Scott Creek CP 1988 73.0 -25.9 24 2.8 
88_SCOTT_07 Scott Creek CP 1988 55.0 -26.1 - 1.1 
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In addition to the sensitivity of Δδ to differences in aromatic condensation, the 

other advantage of this technique for char characterization is that analysis is 

much faster and hence cheaper than for alternative techniques, especially 

“standard” 13C cross polarization (CP) NMR characterization of the chars 

themselves. This is because determination of Δδ requires the acquisition of fewer 

scans; only 16-128 scans were collected in this study. This greater sensitivity is a 

consequence of the 100-fold higher concentration of 13C in the probe molecule and 

the fact that all of the NMR signal is concentrated in a single peak. As a result, 

Δδ can be measured accurately in less than 5 minutes, whereas 1-2 hours is 

required to obtain a 13C CP NMR spectrum of adequate quality. 

 

The relatively short analysis time required for Δδ determination enabled us to 

analyse 4-5 individual chars from the eleven collection sites, each of which 

represent a different fire event. These fire events occurred in similar open 

eucalypt forest environments in four different bushland parks in the Adelaide 

Hills region of South Australia between 1978 and 2004 (see Materials and 

Methods for details). There is substantial variation in Δδ among the chars. The 

most negative Δδ values (-5.4 and -5.7 ppm), indicating the most condensed chars, 

were recorded for two chars from the 1978 fire in Black Hill Conservation Park, 

while the least negative value (-0.1 ppm) was recorded for a char from the 1998 

fire in Black Hill Conservation Park.  
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We had hoped to identify consistent differences in Δδ values between fire events 

either due to differences in fire intensity or time since burning. However, it is 

clear that variations in Δδ values within in each site are just as large as 

variations between fire events (Fig. 1.).  

Figure 1. Distribution of –Δδ values for 4-5 chars collected at each site.  

 

This is despite efforts to restrict collection to visually similar char pieces; char 

was only collected from the remains of large burnt-out tree stumps that were both 

brittle (easily extracted from the tree stump) and black in appearance. We 

reasoned that this material would represent the most thoroughly carbonized 

material because by being sources from the largest pieces of wood present, these 

chars would be produced at the highest temperature and have had the longest 

heating times. As such this material should have the highest degree of aromatic 
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condensation (McBeath et al., 2011). We note that for the less recent bushfire 

sites (>10 years since burning), this was the only type of char that we could easily 

identify. At more recent bushfire sites, charred bark, twigs and branches could 

also be identified, but these were not sampled because we did not wish to bias the 

comparison between of chars collected from bushfire sites of different ages. 

 

An important question that the variability in Δδ values raises is the 

reproducibility of the method. In order to quantify the precision of Δδ 

measurement, three aliquots (i.e. subsampled from a single, homogenized 

container of ground material) were analysed for three of the chars (04oliphant07, 

04belair08 and 94blackhill01). Table 3 shows that the variation in Δδ among 

these replicates was no greater than ±0.2 ppm. This is consistent with our 

previous results for replicate measurement of Δδ for laboratory-produced chars 

(McBeath and Smernik, 2009). Therefore the much larger variations between 

chars at each bushfire site can confidently be attributed to real differences in 

their composition. 

Table 3. Results of replicate determination of -Δδ for three chars 

SAMPLE SITE YEAR -Δδ 

04_OLIPHANT_07a Oliphant 2004 2.2 
04_OLIPHANT_07b Oliphant 2004 2.2 
04_OLIPHANT_07c Oliphant 2004 2.2 
04_BELAIR_08a Belair 2004 3.1 
04_BELAIR_08b Belair 2004 3.1 
04_BELAIR_08c Belair 2004 2.9 
94_BLACKHILL_01a Black Hill 1994 3.9 
94_BLACKHILL_01b Black Hill 1994 3.9 
94_BLACKHILL_01c Black Hill 1994 3.8 
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Our previous study of a thermosequence of chars produced in the laboratory 

showed that the Δδ parameter was closely related to the temperature of char 

formation (McBeath et al., 2011). Using this relationship, the Δδ values of the 

bushfire chars can be converted to an equivalent temperature of production. On 

this basis, the degree of aromatic condensation of bushfire chars is equivalent to 

that of chars produced at temperatures ranging from 200° to 700°C. It should be 

noted that differences in starting material, heating rates and times and charring 

conditions also influence the degree of aromatic condensation, so these 

“equivalent temperatures” cannot be assumed to reflect actual temperatures at 

which the chars were produced. Nonetheless, they do provide a useful comparison 

to a defined set of well-characterised chars. 

 

In our previous study we also used ab initio molecular modelling to estimate the 

size of the aromatic domains (McBeath et al., 2011). The majority of the bushfire 

chars, for which Δδ values mostly range between -1 ppm and -3 ppm (Table 2) 

correspond to a cluster size of 7-14 rings. The most condensed bushfire chars, 

which have Δδ values around -5 ppm, correspond to aromatic clusters of around 

19 rings (McBeath et al., 2011). These estimated cluster sizes are reasonably 

consistent with the report by Knicker et al. (2007) that most of the aromatic C in 

char occurs in relatively small clusters of at most six aromatic rings.  
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The chemical composition of environmental chars may differ not just due to 

differences in starting biomass, heating temperature and combustion conditions, 

but also due to the effects of aging. The chemical and/or biological mineralisation 

of the chars has been shown to result in an accumulation of oxygen-containing 

functional groups, in particular carboxyl groups, on the surface of the char (Cheng 

et al., 2008; Hilscher et al., 2009; Nguyen et al., 2008; Smernik et al., 2000). This 

surface oxidation is likely to decrease the magnitude of Δδ values towards zero. 

For example, Δδ values for 650 ± 30 to 1609 ± 34 year old chars present in the 

Terra Preta Australis soils identified by Downie et al. (2011) are close to zero 

(unpublished data). Importantly, we did not observe any consistent decrease in 

the magnitude of Δδ with increasing time since fire (Fig. 2.), suggesting there is 

no significant aging of the chars over this timeframe of up to twenty-seven years. 
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Fig. 2. Solid-state 13C NMR spectra of char samples. Asterisks (*) mark the position of spinning 

sidebands (SSBs) associated with the aromatic peak at 130 ppm. Note that the high-field SSB (ca. 65 

ppm) may overlap with O-alkyl signal at the same chemical shift. 
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13C CP NMR Spectra 

A subset of twenty-two chars (two samples from each site) was further analysed 

using standard solid-state 13C cross polarization (CP) NMR spectroscopy (Fig. 2). 

All spectra are dominated by a broad aromatic resonance centred at ca. 130 ppm. 

Associated with this aromatic peak are spinning sidebands (SSBs, marked with 

an asterisk), which appear at chemical shifts 65 ppm removed from the central 

aromatic signal.  

 

There are also a number of non-aromatic peaks in all spectra that indicate the 

incomplete cabonization. Such resonances include a phenol (O-substituted aryl C) 

shoulder at ca. 150 ppm and a methoxyl shoulder at ca. 55 ppm. Broad weak 

resonances in the O-alkyl and alkyl regions (0-100 ppm) are also identifiable, 

despite some overlap with the upfield aromatic SSB centred at 65 ppm. These 

non-aromatic resonances are most likely due to lignocellulose structures and 

aliphatic compounds of the original plant material. A small amount of alkyl C 

(broad resonance ca. 15 ppm) was also observed in most samples due to a 

relatively resistant alkyl structures produced at lower heating temperatures. 

Non-aromatic peaks are apparent especially for samples 88scott04 and 

98blackhill03, which contain stronger methoxyl and O-alkyl carbohydrate 

resonances at ca. 55ppm and 71 ppm respectively. Rumpel et al. (2007) also 

observed large O-alkyl C and alkyl C signals from polysaccharides, lipids and 

other plant-derived aliphatic biomolecules in fine fraction chars collected from the 
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site of a forest fire. The course fraction chars from the same site were dominated 

by an aromatic signal (100-160 ppm) resulting in similar NMR spectra to those 

presented in Fig. 2.   

 

It is noteworthy that, in general, the chars with the lowest –Δδ values also 

contain relatively large amounts of non-aromatic C. This is especially evident for 

samples 88scott04 and 98blackhill03, which have low –Δδ values of 0.9 and 1.0, 

respectively (Table 2), and contain the most non-aromatic signal (Fig. 1) amongst 

the chars for which CP spectra were acquired. Conversely, samples 78scott02 and 

94blackhill have relatively high –Δδ values of 3.7 and 3.3, respectively and 

contain little non-aromatic C. This is consistent with results for laboratory-

produced chars where increasing production temperature up to around 400°C 

resulted in increasing char aromaticity, after which temperature increases mainly 

resulted in increasingly negative Δδ values (McBeath et al., 2011). 

 

None of the chars contained detectable quantities of carboxyl C. This is in 

contrast to highly aged chars, such as those found in Terra Preta soils, which 

contain strong carboxyl peaks at distinctively low chemical shifts of around or 

below 170 ppm (Novotny et al., 2007; Smernik et al., 2000). Other studies have 

also reported a build-up of carboxyl carbon on char aging over shorter timeframes. 

Hilscher and Knicker (2011) reported measurable increases in carboxyl C in an 

NMR study of char incubated for 28 months. Nguyen et al. (2008) also reported 
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appreciable and increasing surface oxidation of char particles known to have been 

in Kenyan soils for 2-90 years. This is consistent with other findings of char 

oxidation in varying environments (Brodowski et al., 2005; Cheng et al., 2008; 

Cheng et al., 2006; Kaal et al., 2008; Nguyen and Lehmann, 2009).  Thus in our 

study we may have expected to see carboxyl C peaks in the NMR spectra of chars 

from the least recent fire event sites. However, it should be noted that the rate of 

char oxidation will also depend on environmental conditions of temperature and 

moisture and also on the level of microbial activity. High rates of char oxidation 

are often associated with tropical or subtropical conditions (Bird et al., 1999; 

Cheng et al., 2008; Liang et al., 2008; Nguyen et al., 2008) of high temperature 

and humidity. The Mediterranean climate at our study site would be less 

conducive to both biotic and abiotic oxidation, with low temperatures limiting in 

winter and low water contents limiting in summer. Furthermore, the fact that the 

char samples collected were present on the surface and not incorporated into the 

soil is also likely to have contributed to drying during summer and to also limit 

exposure to the soil microbes that are agents for biotic oxidation. Whatever the 

cause, the fact that no carboxyl signals were observed in the 13C NMR CP NMR 

spectra of our chars suggests that oxidation of chars on the soil surface in 

Mediterranean climates is slow on a decadal timeframe.  

 

Spin counting was use to quantify the observability of C in the chars. The 

proportion of potential signal observed (Cobs) in the CP NMR spectra is shown in 
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Table 1. Direct polarization (DP) NMR spectra were not acquired, as DP is a 

much less sensitive technique than CP (i.e. more time is required to obtain an 

equivalent amount of signal) and only small differences in the relative 

proportions of aromatic and non-aromatic signals have been reported for chars 

(Baldock and Smernik, 2002; Czimczik et al., 2002; McBeath et al., 2011). 

Generally the Cobs was low for the chars, ranging from 23 to 36% C. This is 

consistent with previously reported CP observabilities of chars (Kaal et al., 2008; 

McBeath and Smernik, 2009; McBeath et al., 2011; Smernik et al., 2006; Smernik 

and Oades, 2000). Low CP observability of chars has been attributed to low 

concentrations of protons, which reduces the efficiency of magnetisation transfer 

(cross polarisation) (Smernik et al., 2002) and/or the presence of paramagnetic 

and ferromagnetic minerals in the ash fraction (Freitas et al., 2002). In addition, 

free radical content, which maximises at in the range 400-600°C (Emmerich et al., 

1991) has also been show to have as big an effect as remote protonation on CP 

observability of chars (Smernik and Oades, 2000) . 

 

Conclusion 

The results of this study show that the degree of aromatic condensation of char 

produced from wood in bushfires is highly variable. This variation is likely to be 

reflected in widely varying turnover times of such char in soil. Importantly, we 

found no evidence for char aging, as there was no decrease in –Δδ with increasing 

char age towards the low values that have been recorded for highly aged chars. 
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Furthermore, there was no evidence of carboxyl signals in the 13C NMR CP 

spectra of the oldest, or indeed any of the chars. 

 

An important implication of this study is that char should not be considered as a 

single material in C cycling models when differences between decadal, centennial 

and millennial turnovers are important, even though on shorter timescales char 

may safely be considered effectively inert. Further investigations will be required 

to determine the aromatic condensation of non-woody chars that are also 

produced in natural fires. Investigations of older chars (several decades to 

centuries) are also needed to shed light on the process of char aging. 
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S1a. Belair National Park Site. 
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S1b. Mark Oliphant Conservation Park Site. 
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S1c. Blackhill Conservation Park Site. 
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S1d. Scott Creek Conservation Park Site.  
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Summary and Conclusions 

Black carbon, the solid residue of incomplete combustion is continuously being 

added to soils and sediments through natural vegetation fires, anthropogenic 

pollution and new strategies for carbon sequestration and soil fertility (biochar). 

A recent increase in the interest in BC can be attributed to its role as a stable 

form of carbon that contributes to the earth’s slow-cycling carbon pools. As a 

consequence, there is increased recognition that BC is relevant to terrestrial, 

marine and atmospheric carbon cycles that have a critical influence on the earth’s 

climate. 

 

It has been long recognised that BC is not a single substance but rather a 

continuum of materials, whose varying chemistry depends on production 

conditions and especially production temperature. The chemical variations of BC 

within the continuum cause methodological problems, especially for techniques 

which attempt to provide an exact BC content, since each BC method may be 

intentionally or inadvertently optimized to detect a particular form of BC. An 

obvious consequence of this is that different BC quantification methods will 

produce widely differing values for the same sample where it contains a range of 

BC materials that span the BC spectrum. Since this situation is the rule rather 

than the exception for most environmental samples such as soils and sediments, 

this is a major problem. 

 

The investigations outlined in this thesis describe the refinement and application 

of a novel 13C NMR technique that directly addresses this problem. The technique 

utilises the influence of “ring currents” that are induced in aromatic structures on 

the chemical shift of probe molecules sorbed to BC. The use and understanding of 

the ring current phenomenon is well established in solution NMR analysis of 

organic molecules, but its application to analysis of solid-state materials, and BC 

in particular, is completely novel. The power of this approach resides in the 
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selectivity and sensitivity of the strength of ring currents to a particular aspect of 

chemical structure that is both unique to BC and varies across the BC spectrum. 

This aspect of chemical structure is the degree of aromatic condensation, i.e. the 

size and purity of the fused aromatic sheets of which BC is mainly comprised and 

which are essentially unique to BC. The central findings of this thesis are 

outlined below.  

 

Chapter 2 is a peer-reviewed paper published in Organic Geochemistry. It 

describes the optimisation of the novel ring current 13C NMR method for 

assessing the variation in the degree of aromatic condensation of charcoal. A 

previous version of the method used the process of batch sorption to load the 

13C-labelled benzene onto the charcoal. This method resulted in a low recovery of 

13C-benzene for some samples due to volatilization of benzene during the stage of 

charcoal isolation. The improvement described here was to directly add benzene 

to dry charcoal samples. This resulted in minimal loss of benzene from the 

sample, increasing the recovery of 13C-benzene on the loaded chars. 

 

The benefits of the new approach are two-fold. First, it is much quicker, with 

samples ready for analysis within two minutes of loading of the probe molecule. 

In contrast, the batch sorption process required 24 hour conditioning of the 

charcoal with water, a further 16 hour period of shaking in the presence of the 

probe molecule, a filtration step to separate the char from the water and finally a 

short drying step to remove excess water. The second benefit of the new approach 

is that the reduced losses of the probe molecule mean less 13C-benzene is required 

and resultant loadings are higher. Given that 13C-benzene costs around AU$800 

per 1.0mL, the fact that the new technique requires only 10 μL (~AU$8) per 

sample rather than 100 μL (~AU$80) is a significant saving. Furthermore, the 

new technique generally results in higher loadings of 13C-benzene on the samples 

and so NMR acquisition times can be shorter, saving both time and money. The 

aromatic condensation was measured for a range of heat-treated materials 
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including chars produced at different production temperatures from two types of 

biomass (wood and grass), BC standards from the “black carbon ring trial” and a 

range of biochars (some activated) produced from greenwaste, papermill waste, 

poulty litter, cow manure and rice husks.  

 

The results for the chars produced at different production temperatures from 

wood and grass showed that aromatic condensation increases with increasing 

production temperatures. The influence of biomass feedstock and time at 

maximum production temperature was also shown to play an important role in 

charcoal formation. The commercial activated charcoal was found to have a very 

high degree of aromatic condensation, even greater than that of the high 

temperature chars produced at 850°C. Interestingly, the Δδ value for the “ring 

trial” hexane soot sample indicated a low degree of condensation, contradicting 

the common perception of soot being more condensed than char. The influence of 

temperature and feedstock on BC chemistry was investigated in more detail in 

further experiments described in chapter 3 and chapter 4, respectively. 

 

The effect of ring currents was also tested on three additional 13C-labelled probe 

molecules: toluene, methanol and acetonitrile that were sorbed to four of the char 

materials. They were observed to experience similar but not identical ring current 

effects as benzene. However, benzene is the preferred choice as probe molecule as 

it is commercial available as a fully 13C-labelled compound and thus provides 

greater sensitivity. 

 

Following the optimisation of the ring current method, it was applied to three 

sample sets of BC material to address in detail three important aspects of BC 

composition: (i) the effect of temperature on BC; (ii) the effect of feedstock on BC; 

and (iii) the nature and variability of charcoal produced in natural fires.  
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Chapter 3 is a peer-reviewed paper published in Organic Geochemistry. This 

study investigated the development of aromatic condensation within chestnut 

wood charcoal samples produced from production temperatures, 200-1000°C. This 

thermosequence (charcoal produced at different production temperatures from the 

same starting material) provided the opportunity to gauge in detail this aspect of 

variability in charcoal composition. 

 

The parameter derived from ring current technique, Δδ, was demonstrated to be a 

good measure of aromatic condensation as it clearly captured the variations in 

char composition with increasing temperature. The aromatic condensation of 

chars was low up to a production temperature 400°C, after which it steadily 

increased up to a production temperature 1000°C. Traditional NMR methods 

(solid-state 13C cross polarization – CP – and direct polarization – DP – spectra), 

which can be used to measure the proportion of total C in aromatic structures (i.e. 

char aromaticity)  were shown to be less useful, since aromaticity reached plateau 

by 400°C where aromaticity was >90%. It was only through use of the ring 

current method that it became clear that there are two distinct phases in charcoal 

formation: first an increase in aromaticity, and second a structural 

rearrangement creating condensed aromatic structures.  

 

The Δδ measures of aromatic condensation and 13C CP and DP NMR measures of 

aromaticity were compared with previously published BPCA results, which can 

also provide measures of aromatic condensation and aromaticity. There was good 

correlation between the NMR determined aromatic C content and total yield of 

BPCA carbon up to production temperature 700°C after which BPCA-C yield per 

aromatic C appears to decrease. There was also a close relationship between the 

relative amounts of B6CA as a proportion of the total BPCA yield and Δδ values, 

both of which increase in magnitude with increasing production temperature. 

This close correlation between the two different methods provides further support 
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for the capability of the ring current method as a suitable means to gauge the 

variation between BC materials and measure across the BC spectrum. 

 

Chapter 4 is a manuscript submitted to the Journal of Environmental Quality 

and addressed the influence of both temperature and feedstock on charcoal 

(biochar) chemical composition. This study confirms the findings in chapters 2 

and 3 that with increasing production temperature there is an increase in both 

the aromatic C content and aromatic condensation, regardless of feedstock or 

production.  

 

However, critical differences were identified in these two measures for biochars 

produced at the same temperature but from different feedstocks. In particular, 

feedstocks with higher lignin contents, such as woody materials, were found to 

form more condensed aromatic structures and with a higher degree of aromaticity 

compared to biochars from mineral-rich feedstocks (e.g. crop residues) and waste 

materials (e.g. manures, food waste and papermill waste) produced at the same 

production temperature. Interestingly, biochars produced from some feedstocks 

show slightly different relationships between aromatic content and aromatic 

condensation. For example, the bull manure feedstock produced biochars that 

have a low degree of condensation relative to their aromaticity. Conversely, corn 

stalk, switchgrass and pine biochars had a high degree of condensation relative to 

their aromaticity. This suggests that the pathway by which these aromatic 

structures are formed may differ slightly depending upon not only production 

variables, such as production temperature, but also upon feedstock properties. 

 

The influence of the production process (pyrolysis) was also found to influence the 

molecular structure of the biochars. Three different pyrolysis methods were used 

to produce the biochars in this study: one being fast pyrolysis method and the 

other two variations of slow pyrolysis. The results suggested that the shorter heat 

treatment time of fast pyrolysis may result in a lower degree of aromatization of 
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biochars: soybean and switchgrass biochars produced by this method were less 

condensed than cornstalk and bamboo biochars (i.e. a biochar produced from a 

similar biomass) produced using slow pyrolysis at a similar production 

temperature. Moreover, bamboo biochar, produced using slow pyrolysis but at a 

different facility, was found to have the greatest degree of aromatic condensation 

of all the biochars studied. This may reflect differences in heat treatment time 

between the two slow pyrolysis facilities. 

 

Across the set of biochars in this study, aromaticity index and aromatic 

condensation were strongly correlated, and the relationship between these two 

parameters was quite linear. This indicates that aromaticity and aromatic 

condensation, although essentially independent measures, significantly co-vary 

for these biochars. This co-variation is most likely explained by the production 

temperatures of these biochar being in the low- to mid-temperature range 

(350-600°C). As shown for the thermosequence results described in chapter 3, 

aromaticity is sensitive to production temperature up to around 400°C. Since Δδ 

is a less expensive and more rapid measurement than the traditional CP NMR 

experiment, it should be considered the method of choice for characterising 

biochars.  

 

Chapter 5 is a manuscript prepared for submission to Organic Geochemistry and 

presents a study on the comparison of the chemical composition of natural chars 

collected from the soil surface six to thirty-two years after a natural fire. The 

NMR ring current method was used to gauge the degree of aromatic condensation 

within these chars. Due to the speed at which this technique can analyse samples, 

a large sample set of fifty-three chars could be analysed. This represents by far 

the largest set of chars analysed in a single study and the size of the data set is 

crucial in understanding variability in chars produced in natural vegetation fires. 

The aromatic condensation was found to vary considerably among 4-5 char 

samples collected at each of the fire sites, despite efforts to sample only the most 
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carbonized char from burnt-out tree stumps. This demonstrates that there is 

great degree of variability in the composition of the char produced in such fires, 

which is likely to be reflected in widely varying rates of char decomposition. This 

highlights a major impediment in quantifying the effects of fire on global C 

cycling. It is clearly too simplistic to use a single mean residence time (MRT) for 

BC in carbon cycling models when the composition of BC (in particular a property 

such as aromatic condensation that is believed to affect decomposability) is so 

variable. 

 

Another finding of this study was that there was no indication or evidence for 

char aging, as there was no decrease in –Δδ with increasing char age towards the 

low values that have been recorded for highly aged chars. Furthermore, there was 

no evidence of carboxyl signals in the 13C NMR CP spectra of the oldest, or indeed 

any of the chars.   

 

The findings summarized above demonstrate the importance of the research 

described in this thesis in developing a suitable analytical technique for the 

accurate characterisation of black carbon. The application of this technique to a 

range of aspects of BC science provided some answers, but also calls into question 

our current understanding of the recalcitrance of black carbon in the 

environment. 

 

Future Research Priorities 

There is a need for a continuing effort to compare BC quantification and 

characterization techniques. Since the BC ring trial there has been development 

of a new array of techniques for BC analysis. Many of these new techniques work 

at the spectroscopic molecular level and also focus on the degree of aromatic 

condensation within the chemical structure of BC. Thermosequences are a 
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practical means to test and compare methods since they represent sets of 

materials that vary in a predictable and well-controlled way.  

 

During my candidature I have been involved in a new multi-method comparison 

study, a follow-on study from the ring trial. This study is investigating the 

sensitivity and limitations of an array of spectroscopic techniques on four 

different theremosequences produced from two woody feedstocks and two grass 

feedstocks, at production temperatures between 100 and 1000°C. The novel “ring 

current” method developed and tested throughout the thesis is one of the 

techniques used this study. The outcome of this study will be to provide fresh 

insight into the influence of both feedstock and temperature on BC chemical 

heterogeneity. Furthermore it will provide insight into the molecular variations 

across the BC spectrum that is likely to translate into differences in BC 

decomposability and its ability to contribute to a stable carbon sink. This multi-

method comparison study will more importantly provide a basis of method 

selection and allow for better comparison of data between methods. 

 

Another potential direction of future research would be to use the ring current 

method in archaeological studies to estimate the temperature of prehistoric fires, 

discerning for example between land clearing fires and cooking fires, where the 

latter probably involved higher temperatures than the former. This would be 

achieved by comparing Δδ values of the historic fires with the already well defined 

thermosequence Δδ values. Archaeological BC samples could be sourced from a 

range of environments, including terra preta soils, in which BC would be BC 

subjected to highly oxidizing soil conditions and KT boundary sediments, which 

would represent BC from a non-oxidising environment. Insight into these types of 

BC materials may provide further understanding of their preservation in the 

environment or the processes involved in their mineralisation.  
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There is also a need for chemical characterisation of a larger and more varied set 

of natural charcoals. The charcoals investigated in the study described in chapter 

5 were specifically chosen to be relatively homogeneous; they were collected from 

similar setting (eucalypt forests within a small area near Adelaide) and only 

chars clearly sourced from the largest woody biomass (burnt-out tree stumps) 

were included. Despite this, there was a great deal of variation in aromatic 

condensation between chars collected at most sites. A future study could 

deliberately collect chars sourced from different vegetation, and from sites 

varying in land use and climate. Once again, chars that have been subject to 

environmental conditions for differing periods (i.e. collected at sites subjected to 

fire at different times) would be collected. In different environments, mechanisms 

of BC degradation (microorganisms, fire and mechanical breakdown) may act 

differently and in some cases the effects of aging may be apparent. The goal 

would be to develop an understanding of differences in both BC composition and 

BC aging that would add to the bigger picture of global BC distribution patterns. 

 

Finally, the ring current method could also be applied to provide insight into the 

potential of BC to function as an environmental sorbent. In particular, it could be 

used to understand the kinetics of sorption and reversibility. As shown in chapter 

2, different probe molecules are influenced differently by ring currents. Therefore 

in mixtures of BC materials, the distribution of probe molecules sorbed to 

different BC types should be able to be determined. 
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